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Moderator’s Report 

Following the cancellation of the 2020 ICE Law and Contract Examinations, the Law and 
Contract Management Committee were pleased that the 2021 examinations went ahead 
successfully, thank you to all the examiners and exam centres for their support. 

The number of candidates sitting the Module 1 exam was down by 10% and 25% for the Module 2 
exam in comparison to the 2019 attendance, due to Covid 19 regulations this was to be expected. The 
increase in the percentage success rate for Module 1 was very encouraging, in addition it is 
encouraging to see the pass rate had increased to 87% for the Module 2 exams as well. For a third 
consecutive year the Module 3 exam has had all candidates achieving a pass mark. 

The examiners make useful comments in their reports much of which merits repetition. 
For the Module 1 Paper, many candidates can improve exam technique by providing full 
answers when identifying the relevant legal principles, applying it to the facts and then giving a 
reasoned conclusion. As in years previous what candidates struggled with was in relation to exclusion 
of liability clauses, and in particular the applicability of the Unfair Contract Terms Act 1977 on these. 
Exclusion (or limitation) of liability clauses are not uncommon in the construction industry and 
commercial contracts generally, so this is always an important issue to identify in order to consider 
the maximum exposure of liability for a party. 

On the other hand, It was encouraging that the majority for candidates were very comfortable with 
explaining the principles of contractual frustration and misrepresentation. Again, candidates were 
generally able to apply these principles to the facts and articulate their conclusions well.   

For the Module 2 Paper, those candidates looking back at past papers would be well advised to read 
the questions carefully and reflect on the suggested answers which give an indication as to what the 
examiners are looking for. The examiners are looking for well thought through answers to a range of 
questions using the contract as the basis for these answers, not some arbitrary opinion of fairness. It 
was pleasing that most candidates had a clear understanding of the fundamental questions to be 
considered in tort claims: (i) is there a duty of care? (ii) was that duty breached? (iii) did that breach 
of duty cause recoverable loss?  

One area where candidates often struggled, though, was in considering causation of loss when there 
were more than one potential cause. In question 5, there were competing causes from multiple 
defendants for the loss of earnings suffered. However, many candidates did not attempt to identify 
how much of the loss of earnings was caused by each defendant in light of the candidate’s 
conclusions reached on breach of duty and causation. This is important because causation can be a 
very useful defence: either as a partial defence to reduce the quantum for which the defendant is only 
liable or sometimes a complete defence. This question often comes up in construction claims where 
there are potentially multiple causes of defects caused by multiple parties. Candidates are reminded 
that exam technique and planning is important to ensure all questions are answered not necessarily 
fully but at least to a level whereby a large percentage of the available marks are attained. 

For the Module 3 Paper, as mentioned above, the results are extremely encouraging. It is clear that 
candidates sitting this Paper are those to which the Module 3 Paper is targeted. Module 3 is aimed at 
those with both knowledge and some hands-on experience of civil engineering contract who may wish 
to further their knowledge or follow a career path in the direction of more challenging contract 
management and/or dispute management. It is very much hoped that a number of candidates who sat 
the Module 1 and/or Module 2 Papers will in time apply to sit the Module 3 Paper. 
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The examiners give a considerable amount of time to set and mark papers for a small honorarium and 
deserve our grateful thanks. The candidates evidently make a considerable effort to assimilate 
all the material and present commendable scripts whether they pass or not. 
Finally, all the candidates, whether or not they were successful this year are to be congratulated for 
the hard work put into learning all the law and contract they have displayed. We hope that they will 
be able to put it into use in their daily work and will be encouraged to improve their knowledge and 
take it to a higher standard in years to come. 
It is our belief that knowledge and understanding of civil engineering law and contract procedures are 
prerequisites to competent project administration and management.  Consequently, it is hoped that 
all candidates will concur with these sentiments and do their part to encourage their colleagues to 
likewise commit to advancing their own understanding and knowledge of civil engineering 
construction law and contract. 
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Pass marks 
The pass marks were set at 40% for Module 1, 50% for Module 2 and 65% for Module 3. 

Module 1 Module 2 NEC Module 3 
Nr % Nr % Nr % 

2021 39 84% 48 81% 5 100% 
2019 49 80 74 57 8 100 
2018 60 77 74 74 2 100 
2017 70 72 79 83 3 66 
2016 74 51 91 74 3 33 
2015 85 70 105 76 3 33 
2014 68 62 72 79 4 0 
2013 42 73 51 73 3 0 
2012 36 83 42 82 6 33 
2011 43 81 41 53 2 50 

A certificate is issued to a candidate who passes Module 1, 2, or 3 
Copies of the current curriculum, the two case lists and a revised reading list are all available on the 
ICE website www.ice.org.uk/law or contact the Management Procurement and Law Department, 
Institution of Civil Engineers, One Great George Street, London SW1P 3AA, phone +44 (0)20 7665 
2424 or email   contractsanddisputes@ice.org.uk  

The following pages are general comments on how the questions were answered and what the 
examiner was expecting. Each section of each module has a different examiner. Each exam script 
is then moderated by the LCMEC (Law and Contract Management Examination Committee) to 
ensure there is consistency between the examiners. 

http://www.ice.org.uk/
mailto:contractsanddisputes@ice.org.uk
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Module 1 
Section 1 
General comments 

In general, this section was answered well, with the majority (82%) of candidates achieving a pass 
mark (40%) or above.  

It was very encouraging to see most students having a firm grasp of the basics of the formation of a 
contract: offer, acceptance, consideration and an intention to create legal intentions, and some of the 
intricacies involved in this.   

In terms of exam technique, candidates often lost marks by not providing full answers when identifying 
the relevant legal principles, applying it to the facts and then giving a reasoned conclusion - with 
candidates sometimes missing out one or more of these steps. In practice, identifying the correct legal 
principle but then not providing a reasoned view can be rather unhelpful in terms of deciding which 
course of action to take.  

There was, as in previous years, some confusing of principles of contract law and tort. Candidates 
should be careful of this when putting their learning into practice: construction professionals often have 
concurrent duties in both contract and tort, some construction parties (e.g. contractors with no design 
responsibility) may owe no professional duty of care and so reliance on contractual remedies may be 
the only possibility, and sometimes there are questions of whether a tortious duty of care is owed when 
there is a no privity of contract between parties in a contractual chain. A sound knowledge of both is 
therefore key.  

One particular area that candidates struggled with was in relation to the incorporation 
of onerous clauses into contracts. Issues regarding the incorporation of such clauses are not 
uncommon in the construction industry and commercial contracts generally.  

A further area where candidates did not achieve high marks was regarding the equitable remedy 
of rectification for written contracts, in particular, providing an explanation of the requirements for the 
same.   

On the other hand, it was encouraging that most candidates not only properly identified the issue of 
liquidated damages but gave well-reasoned opinions on whether they were likely to be valid or not with 
good application to the facts. Liquidated damages are common in the construction industry, so the 
issues to be considered will be useful for candidates in practice, both in considering whether they are 
valid in a particular case and setting them at an appropriate level in the first place if responsible for 
this.  

It was also encouraging that the majority for candidates were very comfortable with explaining the 
principles of contractual frustration and misrepresentation. Again, candidates were generally able to 
apply these principles to the facts and articulate their conclusions well.   
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 Question 1 (25 marks) 

This was the joint most popular question in Section 1 Module 1, with 32 of the 39 candidates answering 
this question. 28 out of the 33 candidates achieved a score of 10 (the overall pass mark) or above for 
this question; it achieved the highest average score of all questions in Section 1 Module 1.   

Question 1(a) (5 marks) 

There was generally a good response to this question, with 66% of candidates achieving 3 or more 
marks for this question.   

Some candidates confused issues relating to breach of contract. The question here was whether there 
had been a frustration of the contract instead and therefore the starting point to consider was the 
definition of contractual frustration and whether, on application to the facts, this was the case.   

Most candidates were able to correctly conclude that the contract had been frustrated. However, 
candidates lost marks by failing to explain the definition of contractual frustration.   

Question 1(b)(i) (5 marks) 

This question was generally well answered. However, some candidates lost marks by concluding that 
Amber was entitled to a return of the full sum of the deposit of £5,000, regardless of the outcome of 
the answer to question 1(a).    

Question 1(b)(i)(ii) (3 marks) 

The majority of candidates correctly concluded that Amber would not be liable to pay Sapphire the 
further £10,000. However, candidates lost marks by failing to explain that this was due to the fact 
that the second instalment under the contract fell due after the frustrating event, so Amber is therefore 
discharged from liability.   

Some candidates incorrectly concluded that Amber was not liable to pay the sum of £10,000 due to 
Sapphire’s breach of contract (see Question 1(a) above).   

Question 1(c) (4 marks) 

Candidates generally did well on this question, considering whether there is a 
misrepresentation, with 81% of candidates achieving 3 or more of the 4 marks available for this 
question.   

Candidates generally did well at identifying the ingredients of misrepresentation (i.e., a false statement 
of fact that induces another party to enter into a contract), although students lost marks by not always 
applying each of these ingredients to the facts of the question in order to fully answer whether there 
has been a misrepresentation or not.   

Question 1(d)(i) 

Candidates generally did well to identify each of the types of misrepresentation: 
fraudulent, negligent and innocent, but again did not always apply these to the facts to consider which 
ones may or may not apply. It is always important to consider this in practice, as the remedies are 
different (see Question d(ii)).    
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However, some candidates lost marks where they incorrectly identified that the appropriate form of 
misrepresentation was negligent misrepresentation, as opposed to fraudulent misrepresentation.   

Question 1(d)(ii) (4 marks)  

This question was generally well answered, with most candidates concluding that Amber would be 
entitled to damages and to rescind the contract. However, some candidates lost marks by failing to 
state that Amber would be titled to both remedies – some candidates considered that Amber would be 
entitled to damages or recission. Generally, where candidates incorrectly concluded in Question 1(d)(i) 
that the appropriate form of misrepresentation was negligent misrepresentation, candidates generally 
lost marks in this question.   

Some candidates mixed up the objective of damages here for breach of contract (i.e. to place the 
innocent party in the post-incident position had the contract been properly performed).   

Question 2 (25 marks) 

This was the least popular question in Section 1 Module 1, with 14 of the 39 candidates answering this 
question. This question was generally poorly answered, with only 2 candidates achieving a score of 
10 (the overall 40% pass mark) or above for this question. The average overall score for this 
question was just 6.5 marks.   

Question 2(a) (9 marks)  

A lot of marks were available for this question. However, this question was generally answered poorly.  

Most candidates failed to explain the various mechanisms by which clauses can be incorporated into 
contracts. Furthermore, most candidates failed to explain the higher requirements for the incorporation 
of onerous clauses into contracts. Some construction contracts may contain these types of onerous 
terms; therefore, it is important that candidates have a good understanding of this issue.   

Some candidates incorrectly addressed the issue of contract formation for this question: 
offer, acceptance and consideration. The focal point of this question was the incorporation of terms 
into contracts.   

Question 2(b) (5 marks) 

This question was generally answered poorly, with only 2 candidates scoring 3 or more of the 5 marks 
available for this question.   

Some candidates incorrectly addressed the issue of contract formation for this question, including the 
difference between an offer and an invitation to treat. Most candidates failed to explain the methods 
by which terms can be implied into contracts.  

As various terms are often implied into construction contracts by virtue of the Supply of Goods and 
Services Act 1982 (including the requirement to exercise reasonable skill and care, for example) it is 
important that candidates have a good understanding of the ways in which terms can be implied into 
contracts.   

Question 2(c) (4 marks) 

The response to this Question was mixed. Most candidates correctly concluded that Marty would only 
be entitled to £1,850 (£2,000 - £150) as opposed to the full £2,000. However, candidates lost marks 
by failing to explain that this is calculated by deduction in respect of the defects, by way of set-off or 
counterclaim.  
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Question 2(d) (7 marks) 

The response to this question was generally poor. Most candidates concluded that Tim had a claim 
against Ella. However, only 1 of the 9 candidates who answered this question correctly identified that 
Tim was entitled to sue for the value of the work he has done so far, i.e., on a quantum meruit basis.   

Question 3 (25 marks) 

This was the joint most popular question in Section 1 Module 1, with 32 of the 39 candidates answering 
this question. This question was generally well answered, with 27 candidates achieving a score of 10 
(the overall 40% pass mark) or above for this question. The average overall score for this question 
was 15 marks.   

Question 3(a) (5 marks) 

This question was generally answered well. Candidates generally identified that the question of the 
validity of the liquidated damages provision was whether it amounted to a penalty. Candidates 
generally did well to identify some of the relevant factors, such as that the liquidated damages 
of £600,000 seemed very high and came to a reasoned conclusion in relation to the same.  

Question 3(b)(i) (7 marks) 

Candidates struggled more with this question. A lot of candidates failed to appreciate the applicability 
of the equitable remedy of rectification here i.e., there was clear a common mistake between the 
Camden Centre and Avalanche in that the figure in the contract of £13,000 did not reflect their clear 
intention of agreeing £3,000 for the works. The parole evidence rule does not apply to rectification 
(Joscelyne v Nissen (1970)).  

Of those that did consider potential rectification, candidates lost marks by not considering each of the 
ingredients (the parties had a common continuing intention, there was an outward expression of 
accord, the intention continued at the time of execution of the contract and by mistake the contract did 
not reflect the intention) and not applying it to the facts.   

Question 3(b)(ii) (7 marks) 

This question was generally answered well, with most candidates identifying that performance of an 
existing duty as generally not sufficient consideration, but it can constitute valid consideration if it 
confers a practical benefit to the other party and is agreed freely without duress or fraud.   

Accordingly, most candidates identified that Avalanche would obtain a new practical benefit of being 
able to host the UK Snowboarding Summer School and obtain additional profits.   

Question 3(c) (6 marks) 

This answer was also generally answered well, with most candidates showing a good understanding 
of consideration. Most candidates identified that consideration does not have to be financial or even 
adequate, provided it has some value - and therefore reasonably concluded that free, unlimited 
snowboarding lessons for 3 years would constitute good consideration
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Module 1 
Section 2 

General comments 

In general, this section was answered very well, with 87% of candidates achieving a pass mark (40%) 
or above.  

It was pleasing to see that it was evident that most candidates had a clear understanding of the 
fundamental questions to be considered in tort claims: (i) is there a duty of care? (ii) was that duty 
breached? (iii) did that breach of duty cause recoverable loss?  

One area where candidates often struggled, though, was in considering causation of loss when there 
were more than one potential cause. In question 5, there were competing causes from multiple 
defendants for the loss of earnings suffered. However, many candidates did not attempt to identify how 
much of the loss of earnings was caused by each defendant in light of the candidate’s conclusions 
reached on breach of duty and causation. This is important because causation can be a very useful 
defence: either as a partial defence to reduce the quantum for which the defendant is only liable or 
sometimes a complete defence. This question often comes up in construction claims where there are 
potentially multiple causes of defects caused by multiple parties.  

Another area that was sometimes lacking was a sufficiently thorough consideration of whether the 
professional breached the requisite standard of care. In the two questions on professional negligence 
in this section, there were strong grounds for concluding that the errors made by both the solicitor and 
doctor amounted to breaches of their professional standard of care. However, a lot of 
candidates moved too easily from simply saying there was an error and therefore concluding that 
the professional was negligent, without considering the potentially relevant factors on this point. For 
example, the expertise of each defendant, the relevance of experience, how simple or complex the 
point in question was etc. It is still important to properly consider this question: not every error by a 
professional amounts to a breach of duty. This can be particularly relevant in the construction and 
engineering industry where the issues subject to complaint may be particularly complex or based on 
matters that are “state of the art”.  

Finally, in terms of exam technique, whilst it was evident that many candidates knew the relevant legal 
principles, marks were sometimes lost by candidates not then applying those principles to the facts 
and coming to a reasoned conclusion. That is the key in determining the merits of your case as a 
potential litigant in real life: the application of your individual facts to the relevant law.  
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Question 1 (25 marks) 

This was the least popular question in Section 1 Module 2, with 16 out of the 39 candidates choosing 
to answer this question.  

Nonetheless, it was the second-best answered question, with 81% of candidates achieving a score of 
at least 10 (the overall pass mark).  

Question 1(a) (7 marks)   

There was generally a good response to this question.  

Most candidates identified the question of whether Temple & Co were vicariously liable for Archie’s 
tort and considered the relevant factors.   

Candidates often missed out on marks by not considering the relevance of the previous warnings given 
to Darren. Of those candidates that did, they generally properly concluded that this is unlikely to be a 
case of an employee acting on a “frolic” far outside his employment.  

Question 1(b) (3 marks) 

Almost all candidates properly identified the relevance of the “eggshell skull rule”, meaning Temple & 
Co had to take Darren as they found him and could not reduce their liability as claimed.  

Question 1(c) (15 marks) 

This was the question where candidates often lost marks. Most candidates identified the potential 
negligent misstatement by Ben for which Temple & Co could be vicariously liable. However, many 
candidates lost marks through one or both of the following:  

• Identifying Ben’s error on the requisite limitation period but not explaining why this
amounted to a breach of the professional standard of care e.g. Ben was a specialist in
employment law and should know something relatively simple as the limitation period for
starting an unfair dismissal claim. As mentioned above, not every error by a professional is
negligent, so this question should always be considered.

• Not thoroughly considering the surrounding circumstances of Ben’s misstatement, which
was relevant to both the question of Ben’s duty of care and also whether Temple & Co were
vicariously liable, such as:

i. The fact that Evelyn is a good friend of Ben’s;
ii. The misstatement was given in a bar;
iii. However, the statement was given after an employment seminar and Ben is an

employment specialist;
iv. Further, Evelyn asked a specific question and Ben gave her direct advice, including

telling her not to engage a solicitor in the meantime;
v. It was evident that Evelyn may rely upon what Ben said in these circumstances, despite

the social setting and their friendship.
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Question 2 (25 marks) 

This was the most popular question in Section 1 Module 1, with 37 of the 39 candidates choosing to 
answer this question. This question was generally very well answered, with 92% of 
the candidates who answered this question achieving at least a pass mark (10 marks).  

It is encouraging to see that almost all candidates understood the fundamental issues to consider for 
tort claims: duty of care, breach of duty, causation, and questions of remoteness and foreseeability of 
loss.  

Question 2(a) (6 marks) 

This question was generally answered very well. Candidates generally identified that drivers owe an 
established duty of care to pedestrians.   

Some candidates lost marks by identifying the correct legal principles but then not applying them to 
the facts e.g. Fiona’s driving whilst text messaging would be a breach of duty, Aaron’s whiplash was 
foreseeable loss etc.  

Question 2(b) (7 marks)   

The answers for this question were more mixed. 

Almost all candidates properly identified that Aaron failing to wear his seat belt would amount to 
contributory negligence.   

However, many candidates failed to identify the potential for Dr Jones’ actions to amount to an 
intervening act (novus actus interveniens) and break the chain of causation. The fact that 4 marks 
were available should have identified that there was another potential defence available.   

Some candidates confused the consequences of the defences of contributory negligence 
and novus actus: contributory negligence only reduces the defendant’s liability for damages but does 
not extinguish it altogether, whilst novus actus can amount to a complete defence. It is important to 
bear this distinction in mind in practice to properly appreciate the potential exposure in a claim.  

Question 2(c) (8 marks) 

This question was generally answered well, though a lot of candidates missed out on marks by not 
thoroughly setting out and considering the potentially relevant factors on the question of breach of duty, 
i.e.: (i) Dr Jones’ inexperience and this unlikely being a good defence, (ii) arthritis being a known
complication, (iii) Aaron’s eagerness to return to work unlikely to justify this known risk.

Question 2(d) (4 marks)  

Candidates struggled more with this question.  

Firstly, not many identified that Dr Jones may have a potential defence of volenti non fit injuria – the 
voluntary assumption of risk. Candidates should then have considered whether it would succeed: 
probably not, given that Aaron’s agreement was conditional on there being no risk of exacerbation to 
the injury.  

Volenti non fit injuria is a common consideration in personal injury claims, including those that arise on 
construction sites, particularly where employees do not follow correct procedures and put themselves 
in obvious danger.   
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Secondly, not many candidates properly identified that Dr Jones, as a matter of causation, could not 
be liable for Aaron’s initial whiplash injury nor 6 months’ of loss of earnings which Aaron would still 
have suffered but for Dr Jones’ negligence. Dr Jones could only be liable for the arthritis injury and 
additional 12 month’ loss of earnings. As mentioned above, candidates should always carefully analyse 
to what extent each defendant is liable for losses where there are multiple potential defendants, which 
can be common in construction disputes.  

Question 3 (25 marks) 

This question, on nuisance, was the question in Module 2 that had the lowest average score and the 
lowest number of pass marks (with 78% of the candidates who answered this question obtaining a 
pass mark). Candidates generally correctly identified the nuisance cause of action, but many lost 
marks when considering some of the relevant factors involved.  

Question 3(a) (6 marks) 

This question was generally answered well. Candidates generally identified the potential nuisance 
claim, which Erica could bring as she has the necessary proprietary interest.  

Candidates generally lost marks by not fully considering the factors for determining whether the 
interference from the farm smells was reasonable, such as: (i) the agricultural character of the area, 
(ii) it is likely little could be done, (iii) the farm had been in business for over 20 years.

Question 3(b) (6 marks) 

The answers for question 3(b) was a similar story to the answers for question 3(a). Candidates 
generally identified the potential nuisance claim, but did not always fully consider the relevant factors 
on the question of reasonableness. In this case, this included: (i) the desire for Acer Farm not to lose 
out on profit, and (ii) the (probably overriding) factor that all-night building work would not be found 
reasonable despite this.   

Question 3(c) (4 marks) 

Most candidates identified that Scarlett’s claim has the problem that, unlike Erica, she unlikely has a 
sufficient proprietary interest.   

However, not many candidates identified the second distinction between Erica and Scarlett’s claims: 
that whilst Erica’s user of the land and her response was normal, Scarlett’s was not. Scarlett’s business 
had a particular sensitivity and breeding tree snakes is unlikely to be an ordinary user of this land. This 
was another reason why Scarlett’s claim had difficulties.   

Question 3(d) (5 marks) 

This question was generally answered well. Most candidates identified that Acer Farm were looking to 
raises defences based on “Act of God” and “coming to the nuisance”, and the difficulties with both.  

Question 3(e) (4 marks) 

This question was answered well and candidates generally all identified the potential for an injunction 
and damages. The strongest candidates explored the question of whether Scarlett’s losses were 
reasonably foreseeable in the circumstances to achieve top marks.
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Module 2 

Section 1 
General comments 

Overall the standard of answers received in paper 2 was better than recent years which is 
encouraging.  A number of issues, many of which are not new, are worthy of comment.  

• Paper is free, so candidates should use as much of it as they wish.  Some candidates squeeze
their responses into small spaces and leave insufficient space to add to answers later in the
examination if time permits.

• Questions in paper 2 are usually closely linked to specific clauses in the contract, each
of which needs to be identified by the candidates.  There are no marks for copying out a
clause, but marks are available for identifying which clause is relevant, and
why.  For example it is correct to say that an activity must be complete in an option A contract
for payment to be due, but for full marks the candidate must reference clause 11.2(29).

• When a question asks what the Project Manager should do, or if the Contractor is correct then
the candidate must conclude any discussion with an answer to that question.  It is not
sufficient to merely discuss the topic.

• Most questions in this examination, by their nature, refer to problems.  There are no marks
available for pointing out what mistakes were made which led to the problem, or what
someone should have done to prevent it.  The scenario set out in the question is the one that
must be addressed, however foolish the actions/inactions of the various protagonists.  The
vast majority of the scenarios in these questions are taken from real life projects and have
happened somewhere.

• The language of the NEC contract should be used; accept or not accept, notify, instruct,
correct use of words such as Plant and Materials.  Words such as competent contractor,
reject, practical completion should be avoided because they are not used in the ECC.

• Correct use of capitals to denote defined terms from clause 11.2 – such as Completion,
Equipment.  Terms that shouldn’t be capitalised include compensation event.

• All NEC4 contracts are now gender neutral and we expect examination scripts to be likewise,
unless the question itself expressly states one of the protagonists to be he or
she.  Otherwise there should be no assumption that the Contractor or Project Manager is
male, or female.

Question 1 

Question 1 was, on the whole, answered well, by most candidates with marks ranging from 15 to 24.    
Part (a) required the identification of the relevant payment provisions in main option A contracts that need 
the work in question to be complete prior to payment.  Therefore no payment was due to the Contractor 
for the part-completed activities.  
The surface blemishes in part (b) were Defects according to its definition in the contract.  Clause 42.1 
was key to this question as was the quotation from the Scope set out in the introduction.  The Defect has 
to be corrected (clause 44.2) unless the Project Manager and Contractor agree otherwise (clause 45.1).  
No instruction is necessary in part (c) as the Contractor already has the obligation (20.1).  
In part (d) Ayling is not correct.  The instruction to change the Scope is valid under clause 14.3 and under 
clause 27.3 the Contractor should obey it.  
Bamford is wrong in part (d) as the potential time bar in 61.3 does not apply when the compensation 
event results from an instruction of the Project Manager.  The process could be simplified by Ayling 
showing the list prices it negotiated with its suppliers.  There is probably no need for prolonged 
quotations and response periods for CEs of this value.  Clause 63.2 is useful here.  
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Question 2  

Question 2 was answered well by some candidates but poorly by others.  Marks ranged from 4 to 21. 

The use of social media is not ideal in the world of commercial contracts but it does comply with clause 
13.1 of the ECC.  We expected candidates to make both observations when answering part (a).  13.2 is 
also relevant.  Several candidates thought that only key persons could issue communications on 
behalf of the Contractor.  This is incorrect, there is nothing in the ECC to support that suggestion.  
In part (b) candidates should have discussed clauses 60.1(12) and 60.2.  The issue of the dumping 
was relevant, it was something that could not have been foreseen.  
In part (c) we were looking for an explanation of clause 15 and of the need for an early warning and how 
that would lead to an early warning meeting, the Early Warning Register and so on.  This is a 
straightforward problem and the need for an early warning was set out in the question when it referred 
to increased costs.  
In part (d) the checking of the traffic management proposals is something that the Project Manager can 
request under clause 23.1, referring to Equipment.  Only a few candidates recognised the relevance of 
that clause.  Many confused this with the design of permanent works.  
Part (e) needs the candidate to recognise that clause 23.1 contains no hold point for the Contractor; there 
is no provision requiring the Contractor to await the Project Manager’s acceptance before proceeding 
with the erection of Equipment or, here, the traffic management.  Clause 34.1 allows the Project Manager 
to instruct the Contractor to stop work which leads to a compensation event under 60.1(4).  There would 
not be a compensation event if the Equipment design was not in accordance with the Scope.  

Question 3 

Question 3 was, on the whole, answered well by most candidates with marks ranging from 7 to 23.  
A correct answer to question (a) would identify that the Supervisor did not have the authority to agree 
to a revised design nor to instruct one.  It is also relevant that the two instructions mentioned in this 
question were verbal and therefore did not comply with clauses 13.1 and 13.2.  If the Project Manager 
makes the instruction in accordance with clauses 13.1/2 then the Contractor must obey that 
instruction – clause 27.3.  The Contractor is not correct to delay the work until additional time and 
payment are agreed.  The Contractor already has an obligation under clause 20.1 to Provide the 
Works in accordance with the Scope so it must provide the gutters to the designs shown in the Scope.  
In part (b) the removal of a person is provided for in clause 24.2 and this extends to Subcontractors 
because of clause 26.1.  The instruction is in accordance with the contract so the Contractor should 
ensure that it is obeyed – 27.3.  
Part (c) is a straightforward question expecting candidates to refer to clauses 26.2 and 26.3.  Candidates 
should have explained that the Subcontractor could not be appointed prior to acceptance being provided.  
Part (d) is about clause 29 – disclosure.  
Part (e) concerns Completion and its definition in clause 11.2(2).  The Project Manager has an obligation 
to certify Completion in clause 30.2.  Whilst the Contractor may be keen to obtain the certificate, it is for 
the Project Manager to decide when Completion has been achieved.  From the description given, it 
doesn’t seem that such a certification is warranted.  

Question 4 

Question 4 was, on the whole, answered well by most candidates with marks ranging from 6 to 24.  
In part (a) we expected candidates to explain the practical reasons for a programme, the contractual 
reasons (primarily around compensation events) and the payment retention in clause 50.5.  
In part (b) we wanted candidates to understand the non-contractual role of the Early Warning 
Register.  The Project Manager is not correct and this is a compensation event – 60.1(2).  We 
expect candidates to demonstrate an understanding of the role of the EWR.  
In part (c) the Project Manager’s response was not correct.  The Project Manager must accept 
the programme or notif y the reasons for not accepting it – clause 31.3.  Clause 13.4 is also relevant.  
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Answers to part (e) needed to demonstrate an understanding of 60.1(15) and that in this scenario, there 
was not a compensation event as the Client was taking over before Completion but after the completion 
date.  

 

In part (d) the Contrac tor is not correct.  The Client may take over any part of the works (clause 35.2).  The 
statement in the Contract Data does not prevent the Client from taking over the works before the 
Completion Date if it wishes to.  
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Module 2 
Section 2 

General comments 

Those candidates looking back at past papers would be well advised to read the questions carefully and 
reflect on historical suggested answers which give an indication as to what the examiners are looking for. 
The examiners are looking for well thought through answers to a range of questions using the contract 
as the basis for these answers, not some arbitrary opinion of fairness.  

Q5 was the most popular with 32 candidates attempted this and the average mark was 15 out of 25. For 
Q6, 12 candidates attempted this and the average mark was 12. Q7 had 28 candidates attempting 
this, also returning an average mark of 12. Finally, 24 candidates attempted Q8, returning an average 
mark of 13. These were an improvement on the previous set of results.  

Some comments which may be in addition to, or replacing those in similar reports are: 
• Please state clause numbers in with your answers, but there is no need to re-cite clauses. We

know what they say and we want to know what part of the clause is relevant to the scenario you
are answering, and why.

• If you offer up absolutely no answer for a part or all of a question, which some candidates did,
you will not score any marks.

• Surely candidates can identify that the issue is perhaps about an ‘inconsistency’ then use the
index to point to the relevant parts of the contract? A quick read over the clause(s), even when
time is against you, might help shape some sort of answer, at worst worth a few marks.

• This statement is made every year but please carefully read and re-read the question. Do not
rush this. Where it says “What should the Contractor do next?”, then answering this from the
perspective of the Project Manager is not going to get you any marks.

• There is plenty of paper in the booklets so use this. On a similar note, do not start b) immediately
after a), leave a few lines. Better even, with the space generally available, start a), b) etc on
separate pages. If you need to go back to add something in this will be easily accommodated.

• Take care to number the questions and parts of questions carefully, this is not always done.
• Do an essay plan, reflect on the question, look in the contents and the index, make sure you have

considered the broad range of matters that may be affected.
• Don’t just assume the early warning process is appropriate for every part of every question. It is

not. Think about what you are saying.

• It is becoming more difficult for most of us to write for a while and I appreciate that, but please try
and slow down a little and make the words more legible.

A few particular points on these questions: 
• For Q5c, there were 3 parts to the question and therefore needed 3 parts to the answer.
• For Q6a, further options other than termination were available.
• For Q6c, a compensation event des occur under 60.1(4) but because this was due to

the Contractor’s fault, there is no change to dates/Prices.
• In Q7b, the problem lies with the Z clauses (conditions of contract), and therefore the Project

Manager cannot give an instruction to change the Scope – this does not sort the inconsistency
out.

• In Q6e, this needed a discussion of clause 64
• For Q8c, so many didn’t realise that the temporary support works are in fact ‘Equipment’, so

clause 23 is relevant. 
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Module 3 
Section 1 

Overall the standard of answers received in paper 3 was better than recent years which is encouraging.  
Five people sat the examination, answering questions 1, 2, 4 and 5.  We have not provided comments 
on question 3 due to the fact it was not answered by any of the candidates.   

A number of issues, many of which are not new, are worthy of comment. 

• Paper is free, so candidates should use as much of it as they wish.  Some candidates squeeze
their responses into small spaces and leave insufficient space to add to answers later in the
examination if time permits.

• When a question asks what someone should do, or if the Contractor is correct then the
candidate must conclude any discussion with an answer to that question.  It is not sufficient to
merely discuss the topic.

• Most questions in this examination, by their nature, refer to complex problems where several
things have gone awry.  Question 1 was such an example where both Parties had made
mistakes.  There are no marks available for pointing out what mistakes were made which led to
the problem, nor what someone should have done to prevent it.  The scenario set out in the
question is the one that must be addressed, however foolish the actions/inactions of the various
protagonists.  The vast majority of the scenarios in these questions are taken from real life
projects and have happened somewhere.

• Not for the first time, one candidate answered more questions than necessary, thus losing
crucial time on the examination.  The structure of the paper has not changed for many years
and clear instructions are given on the front.  These should be read carefully and followed.

• The front page of the examination paper says, “References to cases and legislation should be
quoted where possible.”  This is a key requirement of paper 3 and one of the differentiators from
paper 2.  Answers scoring higher marks tend to include references to cases and to the law.

Question 1 

This compulsory question was answered well with marks ranging from 16 to 23. 

In part (a) the BoQ did not have any relevance to the contract as it was not part of it.  We expected 
candidates to explain the parol evidence rule, the role of the entire agreement clause and to identify 
when the contract was formed in the telephone call.  The fees due were those stated in Schedule 2. 

Part (b) needed a straightforward explanation of HGCRA – s109(1) and s109(3).  Ayling did have an 
entitlement to interim payments as the anticipated duration was 12 months, ie over 45 days. 

In part (c) Ayling is entitled to a variation and consequently additional payment.  The entire agreement 
clause is relevant.  The drawings show the smaller quantities of work which is what the lump sum of 
£1m was based on.  Any additional work would attract additional payment. 

Part (d) was a question on tort.  The Employer (and its Contractor) has a duty of care to the neighbours 
(Donoghue v Stevenson, Caparo v Dickman).  The claims for damage to property and personal injury 
need to be explained.  See also Rylands v Fletcher. 

Any claims are likely to be made against the Employer who will likely seek to pass them down the 
supply chain.  Ayling is vicariously liable for the two men operating the hoist as they were effectively 
working as employees.  They are unlikely to have funds to compensate the victims so the Contractor’s 
third party liability insurance is the most probable route for compensation. 
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Question 2 

Two candidates answered question two with marks of 20 and 22, both very good marks.

This question was not a test of a candidate’s knowledge of JCT contracts.  Sufficient excerpts from the 
contract were provided, the test here was the candidate’s ability to use that information. 

Liquidated damages were the topic of part (a) and an explanation of the current law was needed in the 
Parking Eye and Makdessi cases.  Both answers correctly identified that penalties were not 
enforceable and that LADs of about £13,500/week were needed to compensate the Employer. 

There were three questions in part (b).  The statement in Klich’s tender is irrelevant as it was not 
included in the contract, reference to the parol evidence rule needed.  Klich’s additional costs are not 
recoverable because there was no change to the surface compared with the contract’s specification.  
Klich should construct the car park as shown in the specification. 

Part (c) required Klich to notify Client of the likely delay (2.24.1).  This is a Relevant Event and 
therefore an extension of time is due.  Consequently liquidated damages will apply from a later date. 

Klich should continue to address its correspondence to JK Augustin until notified to the contrary but it 
would be sensible to include the Employer in all correspondence too. 

Question 4 

Three candidates answered question four with marks of 10, 19 and 19. 

The Contractor is not correct in part (a).  The contract is silent about defects after the 12 months but 
staute law is not in any of the UK’s 3 jurisdictions.  Reference either to limitation (E+W, NI) or 
prescription (Scotland) was needed.  Limitation Act 1980 in England, Prescription and Limitation 
(Scotland) Act 1973 in Scotland.  Other statute may apply here too, such as Sales of Goods Act. 

In part (b) an explanation of the Unfair Contract Terms Act 1977 and specifically its Schedule 2 was 
needed to explore if the limit of liability was reasonable which, in the circumstances, it most probably 
wasn’t. 

Part (c) is a Hadley v Baxendale question.  What was the reasonable contemplation of the Parties?  Is 
either of the amounts stated extreme (low or high).  Requirement A was clearly stated. 

Part (d) expected a reference to the MT Hojgaard case.  The Contractor cannot just decide which of the 
two criteria it wished to satisfy and ignore the other. 
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Module 3 
Section 2 

General comments 

Summary 
A total of five candidates took the paper.  The overall standard was good.  Total marks for both questions 
ranged from 38 to 47. 

Question 5 
This question was compulsory, all 5 candidates provided an answer.  Marks awarded ranged from 19 to 
24. The question was broken down into four parts and was about the operation of a Main Option B
subcontract and the effect of increases in quantities.

Part (a) required the candidates to explain what action the subcontractor should take when he encounters 
more rock in his drainage excavation than allowed for in the bill of quantities. All candidates correctly 
explained that he should raise an early warning notice.    

Part (b) required the candidates to explain if the increase in the volume of rock is a compensation event 
and why.  Most answered correctly that if the three tests in Clause 60.4 are met then it is a compensation 
event.      

Part (c) required the candidates to explain the difference if the Main Option was A rather than B. Most 
picked up that if the geotechnical report was not part of the Scope then it could be a compensation event 
pursuant to clause 60.1(12), subject to the requirements of clause 60.2  

Part (d) required the candidates to describe what action, if any could the subcontractor take if the 
contractor says he is to change his assessment of an implemented compensation event.  All the 
candidates said that the Contractor could not do this. 

Question 6 
Three candidates answered this question.  Marks were 19 to 23.  The question was broken down into 
five parts and required the candidates to consider the investigation and treatment of Defects. 

Part (a) required the candidates to consider the power of the Project Manager when the Contractor’s 
Works Manager is abusive to your Supervisor.  All candidates identified that the Project Manager had 
the power to remove the Works Manager from the project. 

Part (b) required the candidates to explain under what clause could the Project Manager stop a concrete 
pour.  All candidates correctly mentioned clause 34.1.  Two candidates added that this would be a 
compensation event. 

Part (c) required the candidates to explain the consequences of searching for a Defect if none is found. 

Part (d) required the candidates to explain in an Option C contract whether the correction of Defects 
before completion can be disallowed. 

Part (e) required the candidates to explain what costs can be disallowed if the cost was a consequence 
of failure to follow a procedure in the Scope.   
Question 7 
One candidate answered this question.  The question was broken down into four parts. The question 
required the candidate to consider value engineering proposals and whole life cost. 

Part (a) required the candidate to explain the process for the Contractor to propose a change to the 
Scope. 
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Part (b) required the candidate to explain the operation of Secondary Option X21. 

Part (c) required the candidate to explain the process for accepting a Defect. 

Part (d) required the candidate to explain the process for correcting Defects in a subcontract.  

Question 8 
One candidate answered this question.  The question was broken down into five parts. The question 
required the candidate to consider the effects of failure to accept or reject clause 32 programmes and 
the impact of compensation event quotations. 

Part (a) required the candidate to explain whether the reason given for not accepting the subcontractor’s 
clause 32 programme by the contractor was in accordance with the subcontract. 

Part (b) required the candidate to consider which programme should be used in assessing the effects of 
a compensation event that changes the Scope. 

Part (c) required the candidate to explain what actions the subcontractor should take if his works are 
affected by Others not working to the accepted programme. 

Part (d) required the candidate to draft a letter to the Contractor giving notice of a compensation event 
pursuant to Clause 60.1(5). 

Part (e) required the candidate to discuss options available to the subcontractor if the contractor rejects 
his compensation event notice.       

Summary  
A total of five candidates took the paper.  The overall standard was good.  Total marks for both questions 
ranged from 38 to 47.  
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Institution of Civil Engineers 

Examination for the ICE Certificate in Law and Contract Management 
(CLCM) 2021 

Module 1: Law (English and Scots Law) 
ICE Certificate in Law  
Tuesday 6th July 2021  

Time permitted: 14:00 to 17:20 (3 hours 20 minutes) 

There are three questions in Section 1 and three questions in Section 2. 

Answer any two questions from each section; a total of four questions. 

Please answer questions in the yellow books provided, answer section 1 and section 2 in 
separate books. 

All questions carry equal marks. 

Please indicate on the outside of the answer books if your answers will be based on Scots Law. 

References to cases and legislation should be quoted where possible. 

Reference to documents during the examinations 
Only unmarked copies of Statutes and Statutory Instruments may be taken into the Examination. 

Institution of Civil Engineers disclaimer; all names and characters in the question papers are 
fictional and any resemblance to any actual persons or businesses is purely coincidental. 
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Section 1 
Question 1 

Amber planned to celebrate her 30th birthday with a party on 27 November 2019. 

On 1 November, she agreed with Sapphire Gardens (“Sapphire”) to hire its ‘Orangery’ annexe for 
the party. The contract required payment of £5,000 immediately, which Amber paid, and a further 
payment of £10,000 by 14 November. On 4 November, Sapphire spent £2,000 in preparation for the 
event.  

On 8 November, the garden roof of the Orangery collapsed. Sapphire contacted their insurance 
company and made arrangements for the roof defects to be fixed. Unfortunately, the next available 
appointment was not until 30 November. The Orangery remained closed in the meantime. Amber 
was immediately notified but, despite her protests, was told that no refund could be made, as the 
contract made no provision for this eventuality.  

To find another venue for the party, Amber visited the Pepper Tree Terrace (“Pepper Tree”) on 12 
November. Morris, the manager of Pepper Tree, told her that the party suite was available on 27 
November for a fee of £8,000. He said that he had checked the diary and that three other 
customers, who were all interested in the party suite for 27 November, were coming to look at it later 
that day. He told Amber that she could check the diary herself if she wished but that, if she wanted 
to book the party suite for 27 November, she would have to be quick.  

Concerned that one of the other customers might book the party suite, Amber immediately agreed 
to hire the venue there and then.  

At the end of the party, one of the waiters told Amber that Morris had not in fact checked the diary 
on 12 November and that nobody else had been interested in hiring the party suite on 27 
November. 

a) Explain whether the contract between Sapphire and Amber has
been frustrated. (5 marks) 

b) Explain whether:
(i) Amber can recover any or all of the £5,000 payment

made to Sapphire;
(ii) Amber is liable to pay the further payment of £10,000.

(5 marks) 

(3 marks) 

c) Explain whether Morris’ statement that three other customers
were coming to look at the party suite was a misrepresentation? (4 marks)
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d) Assuming Morris’ statement to be a misrepresentation, explain:
(i) What type of misrepresentation it is; and

(ii) Explain what remedies are available to Amber.

(4 marks) 

(4 marks) 

  Total   (25 marks) 
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Section 1 
Question 2 

Ella runs a vintage clothing store. She recently decided to have a store refit and entered a contract 
with Kaiser of Floral Designs Limited for the supply of some new floral wallpaper. Kaiser handed Ella 
a written ‘Note’ which described the wallpaper being offered and specified the price of £100 per roll.  

On the front of the Contract Note was a reference, ‘See back of this page’. On the back of the note 
were 30 clauses, one which included the following:  

‘Clause 20. The customer must pay any extra sum if the price of the wallpaper goes up before the 
due date for delivery’.  

Ella said that she wanted Kaiser to go ahead with the delivery and 20 rolls were delivered at the store. 
Neither Kaiser nor Ella signed the Note.  

Ella entered into a second contract, with Marty, to carry out painting and decorating, for a price of 
£2,000, and a third contract, with Tim, for the aftercare of the refurbishment upon completion.  

Marty does a good job of the decorating but fails to complete one of the walls properly in the changing 
rooms. Marty explained that he was too busy to finish the work. Ella has declined to pay Marty any of 
the contract price, and it has cost Ella £150 to get the work finished.  

Ella then decided that she did not need all of the aftercare treatment and has been ignoring Tim’s 
calls.  

Kaiser is now seeking to recover £2,200 from Ella, citing increases in the price of wallpaper as the 
reason for the increase, but Ella insists that she is only liable to pay £2,000.  

a) Explain whether clause 20 of the Contract Note was
incorporated into the contract between Ella and Kaiser. (9 marks) 

b) On what basis will terms relating to the wallpaper be implied
into the contract between Ella and Kaiser. (5 marks) 

c) 

d) 

Explain whether Marty will be entitled to recover any of the price
of £2,000 from Ella.

Explain whether Tim has any claim against Ella in relation to the
aftercare work he has done under his contract with her.

Total

(7 marks) 

(4 marks) 

(25 marks) 
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Section 1 
Question 3 

Avalanche Limited (“Avalanche”) operate snowboarding training sessions in London. They plan to 
open a new training centre in Croydon and renovate their existing centre in Camden. Avalanche 
want the works finished and the centres open by the start of Autumn, as this is the most popular 
time for new snowboarders to kick-start their training before the winter season.  

For the construction of their new Croydon centre, they contract with Kane Konstruction Limited 
(“Kane Konstruction”) under a Design & Build contract to design and construct the centre for a total 
contract sum of £1,000,000. The contract provides that the works are to be completed by 1st July 
and, should they not, then Kane Konstruction is liable to pay Avalanche liquidated damages of 
£100,000 a week.  

As part of the renovation of their existing Camden centre, the manager of the Camden centre 
approaches Stu, an exterior decorator. In a chain of emails, they negotiate and agree the price for 
Stu’s services for £3,000 and the works need to be completed by 1st July. A written contract is 
typed up, which records that the works need to be completed by 1st July. However, due to a 
typographical error, the sum of £13,000 is entered into the written contract instead of the £3,000 
agreed in the email correspondence. Both the manager of the centre and Stu miss the error when 
signing the contract. Both Avalanche and Stu signed the contract under hand.  

As 1st July draws near, it is clear that the works at the Croydon and Camden centres are behind 
schedule. The construction of the Croydon centre is ultimately 6 weeks late due to delays by Kane 
Konstruction and their Mechanical and Electrical subcontractors. Avalanche therefore bring a claim 
for breach of contract against Kane Konstruction for £600,000 in liquidated damages. Kane 
Konstruction claims that this is excessive. 

As for the Camden centre, Avalanche offered Stu an extra £1,000 if he could complete the exterior 
works by 1st July, given that subsequent to their contract with Stu they had taken a booking to host 
the UK Snowboarding Summer School, which they do not wish to miss out on as it will bring in an 
extra £50,000 on top of their usual profits. Stu agrees to this extra payment and is able to complete 
the works in time. 

When preparing his invoice, Stu spots that the written contract he and Avalanche signed wrongly 
refers to £13,000 instead of the £3,000 agreed in their emails. He therefore sent an invoice of 
£13,000 to Avalanche, relying on the signed contract and saying Avalanche cannot rely on the pre-
contractual emails. Avalanche said that they only had to pay £3,000, pointing out the pre-contractual 
emails from both parties referring to £3,000. The manager of the Camden centre also refused to pay 
Stu the extra £1,000 agreed for completing the works in time. 
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a) In regard to the Croydon centre, advise Avalanche whether
Kane Konstruction is liable to pay liquidated damages of
£600,000 as a result of their breach of contract for late
performance.

(5 marks) 

b) In regard to the Camden centre, advise Avalanche whether they
are likely to be liable to pay Stu:

i) £3,000 or £13,000 pursuant to the signed contract; and

ii) The £1,000 extra agreed for finishing the works on time.

(7 marks) 

(7 marks) 

c) Would Avalanche still have an enforceable contract with Stu if,
instead of agreeing to pay the monetary sums referred to in
exchange for Stu’s works, they agree with him to provide him
and on family member with free, unlimited snowboarding
lessons for 3 years?

Total

(6 marks) 

(25 marks) 
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Section 2 
Question 4 

Archie works as an administrative assistant, and Ben works as a solicitor specialising in employment 
law, for a mid-sized firm of solicitors in London called Temple & Co Solicitors LLP. Temple & Co have 
just hosted a seminar event about employment law at their offices.  

Prior to the event, Archie is setting up the chairs for attendees. It is quite a way from the storage room 
where spare chairs are kept to the seminar room. Therefore, in order to minimise the number of trips 
he needs to make between rooms, even though he has been told not to do this previously, Archie 
carries such a large number of chairs that he can hardly see where he is going. As a result, Archie 
bumps into Darren, a client who is just crossing the reception area to leave, causing Darren to fall and 
fracture his ankle. 

The seminar event nonetheless continues. Temple & Co have hired a bar nearby for drinks for staff 
and attendees following the event. In the bar, Ben is chatting to one of the attendees who is also his 
good school friend, Evelyn. Evelyn tells Ben that she was dismissed 2 months ago in her job and 
wants to bring an Employment Tribunal claim against her employer for unfair dismissal, and asks Ben 
whether to start the claim now or when she gets back from her upcoming 6 month round-the-world 
holiday. Ben tells her she has a year to bring the claim so there is no rush and it can wait until she is 
back, and there is therefore no need to engage a solicitor in the meantime.  

Evelyn therefore does not start her employment tribunal claim until she is back from her holiday, 8 
months after dismissal. Her claim fails on the grounds she did not file her claim within the standard 3 
month period for doing so from dismissal. Her claim would have otherwise likely succeeded and led 
to her obtaining compensation worth £100,000. 

Claims have been brought against Temple & Co by Darren for his injuries and Evelyn for her lost 
employment claim. 

a) Advise Temple & Co on whether they are liable to Darren for his
injuries.

(7 marks) 

b) Temple & Co discover that Darren has a rare condition that
means he has more brittle than usual bones, and Darren would
only have suffered a mild sprain but for his condition and not
fractured his ankle. Temple & Co consider that, if they have any
liability to Darren, they should only be liable for damages
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c) 

representing a sprained ankle and not for the fractured ankle 
that actually happened. Are they correct?  

Advise Temple & Co on whether they are liable to Evelyn for her 
lost employment claim. 

Total 

(3 marks) 

(15 marks) 

(25 marks) 
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Section 2 
Question 5 

Fiona is driving her car home from work and is using her mobile phone to send a text message to her 
new boyfriend whilst driving. Because Fiona is not concentrating on the road whilst using her phone, 
she does not notice a red light and hits at speed the back of a van being driven by Aaron, a self-
employed decorator. Aaron was not wearing his seat belt at the time. 

Aaron is taken to hospital and is diagnosed with severe whiplash and fractured wrists. 

Aaron is seen by a newly qualified junior doctor, Dr Jones. Dr Jones knows that Aaron is concerned 
about his loss of earnings a self-employed and wants to get back to work as soon as possible. Aaron 
knows that long-arm casts are the usual advisable treatment to avoid the risk of complications, but 
this would mean that Aaron could not work for 6 months. Dr Jones therefore recommends letting 
Aaron’s wrists heal without any treatment, which he says will hopefully mean Aaron can get back to 
work in half the time it would take with the treatment. Aaron tells Dr Jones he is happy to accept some 
discomfort in the short term, provided it does not risk exacerbating the injury and leaving him not 
earning even longer. Dr Jones reassures Aaron and Aaron therefore agrees to no treatment. 

Unfortunately, Aaron develops painful arthritis from his untreated wrist fractures, which is a known 
complication risk in the medical profession. As a result, Aaron requires further surgery, which adds 
an additional 12 months to his recovery time before he can work again. 

a) Advise Aaron what he will be required to establish in any claim
he has against Fiona for his loss of earnings.

(6 marks) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

What defences may Fiona have against Aaron’s claim for
losses?

Advise Aaron what he will be required to establish in any claim
he has against Dr Jones for his loss of earnings.

Dr Jones believes he should not have any liability, because
Aaron agreed to not having treatment on his fractured wrists.
Consider whether Dr Jones has a defence on this basis?

Total

(7 marks) 

(8 marks) 

(4 marks) 

(25 marks) 
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Section 2 
Question 6 

Erica owns and lives in a country house in an agricultural area in West Wales. Erica currently has an 
old University friend, Scarlett, staying over rent-free in her converted outhouse building. Scarlett is an 
exotic animals breeder and is staying for a few months in order to breed some rare European tree 
snakes, which are hyper-sensitive to vibrations, thinking the area will be quieter than her usual central 
London apartment. Scarlett has a contract to sell the expected snakes for net profits of £100,000. 

Erica has two neighbours. Firstly, Acer Farm, which breeds cattle for the food market. Their business 
has been in business for over 30 years.  

Secondly, Bellflower Farm, which grow exotic plants for sale. They are currently expanding operations 
and building a new, large greenhouse on their farm. Works have fallen behind schedule, so in order 
to ensure that they do not lose out on sales for the new upcoming season, the owners of the farm 
decide to move out and rent a property nearby and have their builders to work throughout the night to 
ensure the greenhouse is ready in time. 

The neighbouring farms are currently both causing problems. Firstly, when the wind blows in a certain 
way, the smell from Acer Farm makes it unbearable for Erica to sit outside in her garden.  

Secondly, the low vibrations from the construction machinery at Bellflower Farm, whilst not detectable 
by humans or would cause any problems to most business operations, cause Scarlett’s tree snakes 
such stress due to their hyper-sensitivity than there is no successful breeding at all. 

a) 

b) 

c) 

Advise Erica whether she has any claim against Acer Farm.  

Advise Erica whether she has any claim against Bellflower Farm. 

What problems may Scarlett have in establishing a claim against 
Bellflower Farm which Erica will not face? 

(6 marks) 

(6 marks) 

(4 marks) 

d) Acer Farm say they cannot have any liability in any event to Erica
because:

i) Erica has only just bought the property and the problems
pre-existed her ownership and occupation; and
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ii) The wind is a purely natural event over which they have
no control.

Would Acer Farm have defences with merit based on each of 
these arguments? 

(5 marks) 

e) If Erica and Scarlett succeed in establishing liability against Acer
Farm and Bellflower Farm, what potential remedies will be
available to them?

Total 

(4 marks) 

(25 marks) 
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Module 1 - Section 1 – Law of Contract 
Question 1 – Points for Answer   

a. Explain whether the contract between Sapphire and Amber has been frustrated. (5 marks)

Frustration occurs when, without the fault of either party, an event occurs 
which renders the performance of the contract radically different from that 
contemplated by the parties or makes the contract incapable of being 
performed – Taylor v Caldwell (1863), Condor v The Barron Knights Ltd 
(1966).   

2 marks  

The roof defect was not the fault of either party, and the contract cannot now 
be performed.   

2 marks  

Candidates should conclude that the contract has been frustrated. 1 mark  
b. Explain whether:

i. Amber can recover any or all of the £5,000 payment made to Sapphire. (5 marks)

Under section 1(2) of the Law Reform (Frustrated Contracts) Act 1943, 
payments made before frustration are recoverable (or sums payable cease 
to be payable), subject to the discretion of the court, to allow the payee to 
retain sums paid or payable in order to defray expenses incurred for the 
purposes of performance of the contract.  

2 marks  

On the facts, Amber has paid £5,000 before frustration, but Sapphire has 
incurred expenses of £2,000 in moving the orange trees to prepare for the 
party.   
As a result, Amber can recover between £3,000 and £5,000 depending on 
how the discretion of the court is exercised.   

3 marks  

b. Explain whether:

ii. Amber is liable to pay the further payment of £10,000. (3 marks)

The effect of frustration of the contract is to discharge parties from future 
performance of it.   

1 mark  

As the second instalment under the contract fell due after the frustrating 
event, Amber is therefore discharged from liability to pay it.  

2 marks  

c. Explain whether Morris’s statement that three other customers were coming to look at the
party suite was a misrepresentation? (4 marks)

A misrepresentation is an untrue statement of fact which induces the person 
to whom it is addressed to enter into the contract.   

1 mark  

Morris’ statement that three other customers were coming to look at the party 
suite is clearly untrue: no other customers were looking at the venue; it is a 
statement of fact: it is a matter which can be shown to be true or false, rather 
than a statement of opinion, or puff.   

It induced Amber to enter into the contract - she entered the contract 

3 marks 
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because of her concern that the venue would be secured by one of the other 
customers if she did not enter the contract.   

d. Assuming Morris’ statement to be a misrepresentation, explain:

i. What type of misrepresentation it is; and (4 marks)

A misrepresentation may be fraudulent, where it is made knowing it to be 
false, or made without belief in its truth, or made with reckless carelessness 
as to its truth - Derry v Peek (1889).   

1 mark  

A misrepresentation may be ‘negligent’, where it falls within section 2(1) of 
the Misrepresentation Act 1967, where the misrepresentation cannot 
establish that they had reasonable grounds to believe the statement to be 
true, and that they did believe it to be true up to the time of the contract.  

1 mark  

Finally, a misrepresentation may be wholly innocent, where 
the misrepresenter can establish reasonable grounds to believe the 
statement was true and belief in its truth up to the time of the contract.  

1 mark  

Morris knows the statement to be false, or is reckless as to its truth, as he 
makes the statement saying that he has checked the book when he has not. 
His misrepresentation is therefore fraudulent within the test of Derry v Peek 
(1889).   

1 mark  

ii. Explain what remedies would be available to Amber? (4 marks)
The remedies for misrepresentation are rescission and/or damages.  

For innocent misrepresentation, the court has a discretion to award damages 
in lieu of rescission; the court cannot award both (see section 2(2) of the 
Misrepresentation Act 1967).   

As this is fraudulent misrepresentation, Amber may claim rescission and 
damages.   

4 marks  

Total 25 marks 
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 Question 2 – Points for Answer 

a. Explain whether clause 20 of the Contract Note was incorporated into the contract between
Ella and Kaiser. (9 marks)

Express terms may be incorporated into a contract:  

• by signature, e.g. L’Estrange v F Graucob (1934);
• by reasonable notice,
• by course of dealings by common understanding - e.g. British Crane

Hire v Ipswich Plant Hire (1975).

3 marks  

The Note is not signed so is not incorporated by signature.  1 mark 
The clause may nevertheless be incorporated by reasonable notice. The 
notice is given before the formation of the contract. The clause is likely to be 
contained in a contractual document as it is described as a 
‘Contract Note’.The clause may be incorporated by notice, given the 
reference to ‘See Back’, even if Ella does not actually read it.   

2 marks  

Onerous clauses, however, require additional steps to be drawn to the other 
party’s attention.The clause may be regarded as an onerous one, as the 
price is a significant term, so clear notice should be given of any right to vary 
it.  

2 marks  

As no special attention has been brought to the clause, it may therefore not 
form part of the contract.  

1 mark  

b. On what basis will terms relating to the wallpaper be implied into the contract between Ella
and Kaiser. (5 marks)

Terms may be implied into a contract:  

By statute, such as by the relevant sections of the Sale of Goods Act 1979 or 
the Supply of Goods and Services Act 1982;   

By custom, for example of a location or trade practice;  

‘Implied in law’, by the courts as a matter of policy, e.g. as in Liverpool City 
Council v Irwin (1976);   

‘Implied in fact’, by the courts on the facts of a case, e.g. as in The 
Moorcock (1889).   

2 marks  

The following terms are terms implied into the contract by the Sale of Goods 
Act 1979:   

• that the goods are of satisfactory quality;
• that the goods are reasonably fit for purpose;
• that the goods correspond with any description by which they are

sold.

3 marks 

c. Explain whether Marty will be entitled to recover any of the price of £2,000 from Ella. (7
marks)?

Marty’s painting is not precise and exact, so he has not performed the 
contract precisely and exactly. Without any exception to the ‘entire 
performance’ rule (the Rule in Cutter v Powell [1795]), Ella would not have to 
pay. However, an exception to the ‘entire performance’ rule exists where the 

3 marks  
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doctrine of substantial performance applies.  

He may sue for performance if he has substantially performed the contract, 
e.g.
Hoenig v Isaacs (1952), Bolton v Mahadeva (1972). On the facts, only one
wall in the entire store has not been completed as was required in the
contract. He is therefore likely to have substantially performed the contract.

2 marks  

His right to payment is, nevertheless, subject to a deduction in respect of the 
defects, by way of set-off or counterclaim. He will therefore only be entitled to 
£1,850 (£2,000 - £150).  

2 marks  

d. Explain whether Tim has any claim against Ella in relation to the aftercare work he has done
under his contract with her. (4 marks)

Tim has not completed the work so is not entitled to sue for the price of it. 1 mark  
However, he has been prevented from performing the contract by Ella. Whilst 
he cannot sue for the contract sum, he may sue for the value of the work he 
has done so far, i.e. a quantum meruit. Alternatively, he may sue in contract 
for the loss of profit caused to him by Ella’s repudiation of the contract 
- Planche v Colburn (1831).

3 marks 

Total 25 marks 
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 Question 3 Points for Answer 

a. In regard to the Croydon centre, advise Avalanche whether Kane Konstruction is liable to
pay liquidated damages of £600,000 as a result of their breach of contract for late
performance (5 marks).

Liquidated damages could be a penalty clause if not a genuine estimate of 
the level of damages.   

1 mark 

The test as to whether they are a genuine estimate of the level of damages is 
not whether the liquidated damages are reasonable, but whether there is a 
substantial discrepancy between the level of damages stipulated in the 
contract that was likely to be suffered. The test is objective. (Alfred McAlpine 
Capital Projects v Tile Box Ltd (2005))  

2 marks 

Candidates should provide a reasonable view on whether the £600,000 sum 
of Liquidated damages that was likely to be suffered by late opening of the 
Croydon centre.   

2 marks 

(b)(i) In regard to the Camden centre, advise Avalanche whether they are likely to be liable to pay 
Stu: £3,000 or £13,000 pursuant to the signed contract (7 marks)  
Candidates should demonstrate a good understanding of the requirement of 
‘consideration’ in the formation of a contract.  

1 mark  

Candidates should identify that whilst there is an express written term to pay 
£13,000, there is the potential equitable remedy available of rectification to 
reflect their contractual intention.  

1 mark 

Given that both parties missed the error in the contract, there appears to 
have made been a common mistake where both parties mistakenly believe 
that the document gives effect to their common intention of agreeing £3,000. 

1 mark 

The requirements for a rectification are that the parties had a common 
continuing intention in respect of a particular matter in the contract, there was 
an outward expression of accord, the intention continued at the time of the 
execution of the instrument sought to be rectified and by mistake the 
instrument did not reflect that common intention. Candidates should 
comment on whether these appear to be satisfied – they likely are.  

3 marks 

The parol evidence rule does not apply to rectification, so Avalanche should 
be able to rely upon the pre-contractual emails (Joscelyne v Nissen (1970))  

1 mark  

(b)(ii) In regard to the Camden centre, advise Avalanche whether they are likely to be liable to pay: 
The £1,000 extra agreed for finishing the works on time (7 marks) 
Stu is under an existing contractual duty to complete the works by 1st July  1 mark 
Performance of an existing contractual duty owed to the other party shall not 
be sufficient consideration (Stilk v Myrick (1809)) (1 mark) and Stu has 
provided no extra consideration to complete the works on time (1 mark)  

2 marks 

However, if performance of an existing contractual duty confers a practical 
benefit on the other party and the contract is entered into freely without 
duress or fraud, then this can constitute valid consideration and the promise 
to make a bonus payment therefore enforceable (Williams v Roffey Bros & 
Nicholls (Contractors) Limited (1991))  

2 marks 

Candidates should apply this to the facts to reach a conclusion. Given that 
the Camden centre will be able to host the Summer School, arranged after 
the initial contract with Stu, and obtain the increased profits, and there was 
no evidence of duress or fraud, then Avalanche appear liable to pay the extra 
£1,000.   

2 marks  

c. Would Avalanche still have an enforceable contract with Stu if, instead of agreeing to pay
the monetary sums referred to in exchange for Stu’s works, they agree with him to provide
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him and one family member with free, unlimited snowboarding lessons for 3 years? (6 marks) 
A binding contract requires consideration. 1 mark 
Consideration is a benefit to the promisor and a detriment to the promise 
(Currie v Misa (1875)).    

1 mark 

Consideration need not be adequate, but must be sufficient (i.e. have some 
value), and the courts will generally not be concerned with whether it 
constitutes a good bargain (Currie v Misa (1875)).   

2 marks 

Applying this to the scenario, Avalanche and Stu appear free to enter into the 
contract and agree to provide free lessons in consideration of the works. The 
contract will therefore still be enforceable.   

2 marks 

Total 25 marks 
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Module 1 - Section 2 – Law of Tort 

Question 4 – Points for Answer 

a) Advise Temple & Co on whether they are liable to Darren for his injuries. (7 marks)
Candidates should identify that Temple & Co may be vicariously liable for 
Archie’s negligence.  

1 mark  

For there to be vicarious liability, Darren would need to prove three elements: 
(i) Archie was an employee, (ii) Archie committed a tort; and (iii) The tort was
committed during the course of Archie’s employment. (Limpus v London
General Omnibus Co (1862)) (1 mark). These are all satisfied here (1
mark).

2 marks 

Candidates should consider the effect of Temple & Co’s previous warnings to 
Archie, which may include points such as Temple & Co can be liable even if 
Archie acted contrary to instructions (Rose v Plenty (1976)); even if the act is 
unauthorised (Kay v ITW Ltd (1968)); and whether it was so outside the 
course of his employment to be a frolic (unlikely) (Hilton v Thomas Burton 
(Rhodes) Ltd (1961)).  

2 marks 

Applying the ‘but for’ test (Barnett v Chelsea & Kensington Hospital 
Management Committee (1969)), but for Archie’s negligence Darren would 
not have suffered his injuries (1 mark) and Darren’s losses were of a 
foreseeable type and not too remote (1 mark).  

2 marks 

b) Temple & Co discover that Darren has a rare condition that means he has more brittle
than usual bones, and Darren would only have suffered a mild sprain but for his condition
and not fractured his ankle. Temple & Co consider that, if they have any liability to Darren,
they should only be liable for damages representing a sprained ankle and not for the
fractured ankle that actually happened. Are they correct? (3 marks)
Pursuant to the “eggshell skull rule”, a defendant must take the victim as they 
find him (Smith v Leech Brain (1962)) (1 mark). Temple & Co must therefore 
take Darren as he is with his condition cannot and therefore avoid liability for 
the fractured ankle (2 marks).  

3 marks 

c) Advise Temple & Co on whether they are liable to Evelyn for her lost employment claim
(15 marks)
Candidates should identify that Evelyn has a potential claim for the tort of 
negligent misstatement.  

1 mark 

Duty  
Applying Hedley Byrne v Heller & Partners (1964), candidates should explain 
that a duty is owed only if a special relationship exists between Ben and 
Evelyn, requiring an assumption of responsibility by Ben and reasonable 
reliance by Evelyn (1 mark).  Candidates should consider the relevant 
factors:   

• Ben was aware of the purpose for which his advice was required –
Evelyn said she was wondering whether to start her claim now or in a
few months time (1 mark)

• Ben communicated the advice to Evelyn directly (1 mark)
• Ben arguably knew or ought to have known that Evelyn was likely to

act on that advice without independent inquiry, not least because Ben
said not to bother engaging solicitor to act now (1 mark)

• Evelyn has acted on Ben’s advice to his detriment, as her claim
became out of time (1 mark)

• Evelyn arguably reasonably relied on Ben’s advice – it was arguably
a social setting and Ben and Evelyn are friends, but Ben is an
employment solicitor and it followed a work event (1 mark)

6 marks 
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Breach 
The question is whether Joe fell below the standard of a solicitor acting 
within a body of reasonable professional opinion, as per the test in Bolam v 
Friern Hospital Management Committee (1957) (1 mark). A solicitor 
specialising in employment law ought to know the deadlines for an unfair 
dismissal claim, so breach of duty is likely (1 mark).  

2 marks 

Causation/Loss 
Applying the ‘but for’ test (Barnett v Chelsea & Kensington Hospital 
Management Committee (1969)), but for Ben’s negligence Evelyn would not 
have suffered her claim becoming time-barred and has therefore claim for a 
loss of chance of obtaining £100,000 in damages (1 mark) and these 
economic losses were of a foreseeable type and not too remote (1 mark).  

2 marks 

Candidates should identify that there is then the question of whether Temple 
& Co are vicariously liable for Ben’s negligent misstatement.  

1 mark  

For there to be vicarious liability, Evelyn would need to prove three elements: 
(i) Ben was an employee, (ii) Ben committed a tort; and (iii) The tort was
committed during the course of Ben employment. (Limpus v London General
Omnibus Co (1862)) (1 mark). Ben is an employee and committed a tort, as
above (1 mark). Consideration should be given as to whether the tort was
committed during the course of employment – it was in a relatively
social setting, but was linked to the employment as organised post-work
drinks following the seminar (1 mark).

3 marks 

Total 25 marks 
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Question 5 – Points for Answer 

a) Advise Aaron what he will be required to establish in any claim he has against
Fiona for his loss of earnings (6 marks)
Candidates should identify that Aaron has a claim in negligence against 
Fiona.   

1 mark  

In order to succeed in a claim for negligence, Aaron must demonstrate (i) 
duty; (ii) breach; (iii) causation; and (iv) loss.   

1 mark  

Duty 
Fiona owed Aaron a duty of care pursuant to the Donoghue v 
Stevenson (1932)/ Caparo Industries plc v Dickman (1990) line of authorities; 
a duty of care to other road users is an established category.  

1 mark 

Breach 
Fiona undoubtedly breached this duty of care by driving whilst text 
messaging.  

1 mark 

Causation / loss 
Fiona caused Aaron’s injuries and subsequent losses (1 mark), and those 
losses were of a foreseeable type and not too remote (1 mark).   

2 marks 

b) What defences may Fiona have against Aaron’s claim for losses? (7 marks)
Candidates should identify that Fiona can claim that Aaron was at least partly 
to blame for his losses by raising the argument of contributory negligence 
(Law Reform (Contributory Negligence) Act 1945) (1 mark). Failure to wear a 
seat belt has been held to amount to contributory negligence (Froom v 
Butcher (1976)) (1 mark).  However, contributory negligence in this case shall 
only reduce Fiona’s liability and not extinguish it altogether (1 mark).  

3 marks 

Candidates should also note that Dr Jones’ actions could represent 
a novus actus interveniens that breaks the chain of causation of Fiona’s 
negligence for at least some of the losses (1 mark). Fiona would need to 
establish that a reasonable doctor would not have made the same mistake (1 
mark) – on the facts, this is likely because it is said treatment was the usual 
advice (1 mark). Therefore, Fiona seems to have a reasonable defence to the 
arthritis developing and additional 12 months of loss of earnings, albeit not the 
initial injury and 6 months loss of earnings (1 mark).  

4 marks  

c) Advise Aaron what he will be required to establish in any claim he has against
Dr Jones for his loss of earnings (8 marks).
Candidates should identify that Aaron appears to have a professional 
negligence claim against Dr Jones.     

1 mark  

In order to succeed in a claim for negligence, Aaron must demonstrate (i) 
duty; (ii) breach; (iii) causation; and (iv) loss.   

1 mark  

Duty 
Dr Jones owed Aaron a duty as his patient - this is an established duty of 
care.  

1 mark 

Breach 
Dr Jones will have breached his duty of care if he acted outside a reasonable 
body of professional opinion, as per the test in Bolam v Friern Hospital 
Management Committee (1957) (1 mark). Candidates should provide a 
reasoned opinion, which may include the fact that the question refers to 
treatment on the wrist being the usual advisable advice; although Aaron is 
eager to return to work, this is unlikely to amount to necessity justifying what 
is otherwise a known risk (Watt v Hertfordshire CC (1952)); and a risk not 
justified when weighed against the benefit arising of just a 3 month saving of 
time (Thompson v Home Office (2000); and no allowance will be made for an 

3 marks 
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inexperienced doctor – breach of duty is therefore likely (2 marks).  
Causation / loss 
Dr Jones’ negligence caused Aaron’s additional 12 months’ loss of earnings 
(1 mark). Applying the “but for” test, Aaron would have suffered 6 months’ 
loss of earnings in any event, so Dr Jones shall not be liable for those losses 
(1 mark).  

2 marks 

d) Dr Jones believes he should not have any liability, because Aaron agreed to not
having treatment on his fractured wrists. Consider whether Dr Jones has a defence
on this basis (4 marks)
Candidates should identify the potential defence of volenti non fit injuria – the 
voluntary assumption of risk  

1 mark 

In order for this defence to succeed, Dr Jones would need to establish 
(Letang v Ottowa Electric Rly Co (1926)):  

• Aaron knew the nature and extent of the risk of harm (1 mark); and
• Voluntarily agreed to it (1 mark).

Candidates to give a reasoned opinion – arguably no defence, given Aaron’s 
agreement was conditional on there being no risk of exacerbation of the 
injury, which was known to be a complication risk (1 mark).  

3 marks 

Total 25 marks 
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Question 6 – Points for Answer 

a) Advise Erica whether she has any claim against Acer Farm (6 marks)
Erica may have a claim against Acer Farm in the tort of private nuisance (1 
mark).  

1 mark  

Candidates should identify that a direct proprietary interest in the land 
affected is required (Hunter v Canary Wharf Ltd (1997)) (1 mark). Erica is 
the owner of the land, so she has sufficient interest to bring a claim (1 
mark).  

2 marks 

Candidates should identify that the smell from Acer Farm is a potential 
nuisance through unreasonable interference (1 mark). Candidates should 
consider whether the interference is unreasonable – probably not, having 
regard to the character of the area, given it is agricultural, and there is likely 
little that could be done (1 marks). Further, given that the farm has been in 
business for over 20 years, Acer Farm may have acquired a right to commit 
any nuisance anyway through prescription as an easement (Fay v 
Prentice (1845)) (1 mark).  

3 marks 

b) Advise Erica whether she has any claim against Bellflower Farm (6 marks)
Erica may have a claim against Bellflower Farm in the tort of private 
nuisance (1 mark).  

1 mark  

Candidates should identify that a direct proprietary interest in the land 
affected is required (Hunter v Canary Wharf Ltd (1997)) (1 mark). Erica is 
the owner of the land, so she has sufficient interest to bring a claim (1 
mark).  

2 marks 

Candidates should identify that the noise from Bellflower Farm is a potential 
nuisance through unreasonable interference with the enjoyment of the 
property / loss of amenity (1 mark). Candidates should consider whether the 
interference is unreasonable – likely, all-night building work has been held to 
be an unreasonable activity. Whilst Bellflower Farm have a genuine reason 
for the over-night works in not wanting lose out on potential sales, this is 
unlikely to be found reasonable (2 marks).   

3 marks 

c) What problems may Scarlett have in establishing a claim against Bellflower
Farm which Erica will not face? (4 marks)
Firstly, Scarlett needs to have a direct proprietary interest in the land 
affected, which she shall unlikely have as a free-staying guest (Hunter v 
Canary Wharf Ltd (1997)), so will not have standing to make a claim against 
Bellflower Farm.  

2 marks 

Secondly, it could be found that Scarlett’s business has a particular 
sensitivity to the building operations of Bellflower Farm – it does not appear 
that the vibrations would otherwise cause any nuisance and breeding tree 
snakes is not ordinary user of the land (Robinson v Kilvert (1889).  

2 marks 

d) Acer Farm say they cannot have any liability in any event to Erica because:
i. Erica has only just bought the property and the problems pre-existed

her ownership and occupation; and
ii. The wind is a purely natural event over which they have no control.

Would Acer Farm have defences with merit based on each of these arguments? (5 
marks) 
(i) Erica has only just bought the property and so has come to the problems
Acer Farm are suggesting Erica has “come to” the nuisance – this defence 
has failed previously and will not assist them if they have caused a nuisance 
(Miller v Jackson (1977)).  

2 marks 

(ii) The wind is purely natural event over which they have no control. 3 marks 
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Acer Farm are suggesting that an Act of God caused the nuisance only, 
and provide them with a defence as succeeded in Nichols v Marshal (1876) 
(1 mark). However, this case can clearly be distinguished as the wind is not 
stated to have been a particularly great or unforeseeable event, but no more 
than normal (1 mark) and Nichols was doubted in Greenock Corp v 
Caledonian Rly (1917) (1 mark).  
e) If Erica and Scarlett succeed in establishing liability against Acer Farm and
Bellflower Farm, what potential remedies will be available to them? (4 marks)

Candidates should identify that Erica and Scarlett could claim for: 
• An injunction to stop Acer Farm and Bellflower Farm causing the

nuisance caused by each (2 marks); and/or
• Damages to compensate Erica and Scarlett for loss of amenity / the

loss of Scarlett’s profits (1 mark). Query whether Scarlett’s losses
were reasonably foreseeable in the circumstances (1 mark).

4 marks 

Total 25 marks 
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Institution of Civil Engineers 

Examination for the ICE Certificate in Law and Contract Management 
(CLCM) 2021 

Module 2: NEC 4 (English and Scots Law) 
ICE Certificate in Law  

Tuesday 13th July 2021 
Time permitted: 14:00 to 17.20 (3 hours 20 minutes) 

There are four questions in Section 1 and four questions in Section 2. 

Answer any two questions from each Section; a total of four questions. 

Please answer questions in the green books provided, answer section 1 and section 2 in 
separate books. 

All questions carry equal marks. 

References to cases and legislation should be quoted where possible. 

Please indicate on the outside of the answer books if your answers will be based on Scots Law. 

Reference to documents during the examinations 
Only unmarked copies of NEC4 Engineering and Construction Contract (ECC), NEC4 
Engineering and Construction Subcontract (ECS), Statutes, CDM Regulations and CESMM4 
may be taken into the Examination. The Examination does not take into account the October 
2020 NEC 4 amendments. 

Institution of Civil Engineers disclaimer; all names and characters in the question papers are 
fictional and any resemblance to any actual persons or businesses is purely coincidental. 
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Section 1 
Question 1 

A Contractor, Ayling, has been appointed by the Client, Lowfields City Council, to construct flood 
defences in a city centre.  The contract used is the NEC4 Engineering and Construction Contract 
with Main Option A and Y(UK)2. The Project Manager is Bamford Consultants. 

One of the entries on the Activity Schedule states, “Fabrication and delivery to Site of sluice gate 2.”  
The sum attributed to this activity is £124,456.97. 

The Scope says, “Sluice gates 1, 2 and 3 pass the factory acceptance tests described in Appendix 
17 before delivery to Site from the place of manufacture.” 

a) In payment application 4, Ayling seeks payment of £40,000.00
saying, “Sluice gate 2 – 30% complete in factory.”  How much
should Bamford certify in respect of sluice gate 2? (5 marks) 

Some months later sluice gate 2 is delivered to Site, although the factory acceptance test was not 
undertaken due to time pressures.  The Supervisor notices surface blemishes on the gate, 
indicating that the spray-painting of the corrosion protection layer had not been completed properly. 
It is accepted by all concerned that the painting is not in accordance with the Scope. Ayling says 
that the Supervisor did not undertake the factory acceptance test when the opportunity arose so 
therefore missed the opportunity to have the painting re-applied. Ayling says that it will re-paint the 
relevant sections in-situ but will need an instruction from the Client. 

b) Is the painting a Defect? Does the missed test mean that the
paintwork does not need to be corrected?  (8 marks) 

c) Is Ayling correct, is an instruction necessary? (3 marks) 

A visit to the Site is planned by the Minister for Administrative Affairs. Lowfields City Council wants 
to ensure that the visit is a public relations success and wants some brand new personal protective 
equipment to be purchased; 30 sets of jackets, helmets, glasses and so on.  Bamford issues an 
instruction to Ayling to supply the items. Ayling refuses saying, “The Minister is your guest, you can 
sort out her PPE.” 

d) Is Ayling correct?  Can this instruction be ignored?   (2 marks) 

Having had second thoughts, Ayling purchases the PPE and it is available in time for the visit. Nine 
weeks after the initial instruction Ayling notifies Bamford of a compensation event under clause 
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60.1(1).  Bamford says that there is no entitlement to anything as more than eight weeks have 
passed. 

e) Is there an entitlement to any additional payment here, and
why?  If so, how might the Ayling and Bamford simplify the
assessment given that the total value of the PPE purchased
is only about £300?

 (7 marks) 

Total   (25 marks) 
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Section 1 
Question 2 

A Contractor has been appointed to undertake drainage rehabilitation works on a length of dual 
carriageway road that has suffered from repeated flooding.  The works involve excavating to expose 
existing drains before replacing them or repairing them.  The NEC4 Engineering and Construction 
Contract has been used with Main Option A. 

Upon excavating land alongside a parking area, the Contractor discovers contaminated materials 
that appear to have been illegally dumped by a third party.  They are likely to require a specialist to 
remove due to the potentially hazardous nature of some of the material.  The Contractor’s site 
engineer, Gjanni, sends a WhatsApp (Social Media) message to the Project Manager’s section 
manager, Pablo, saying, “we’ve found dangerous stuff at the car park.  It’s a CE”.  Subsequently 
Pablo says that no valid communication had been received as “WhatsApp is just for teenagers.” 

a) Is the message a valid communication under the contract?
Which clause(s) are relevant here? (4 marks) 

b) The Project Manager points out that the likely presence of
hazardous material is stated in the Site Information and
therefore there is no compensation event, regardless of any
notification.  Is the Project Manager correct? (4 marks)  

The Contractor notices advertisements online for a religious festival to be held in fields adjacent to 
the road on a weekend in 3 months’ time.  The promoters forecast attendance of over 20,000 
people.  The weekend in question is when the Contractor plans to reduce the dual carriageway to 
single carriageway use to allow works to take place safely.  The prospect of additional traffic 
concerns the Contractor as this may increase the costs of doing the work. 

c) What should the Contractor do to bring this matter to the Project
Manager’s attention and to mitigate the effects?  What should the
Project Manager do in response? (8 marks) 

The festival weekend did not go well. Traffic congestion on the dual carriageway and surrounding 
roads was significant and local politicians demand that the planning is better in future.   
The Contractor is criticised particularly for its layout of traffic management and signage.   
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d) How might the Project Manager check the Contractor’s future
traffic management proposals? (3 marks) 

e) How may the Project Manager stop the Contractor proceeding in
the event that the proposals are inadequate?  Will this create a
compensation event?   (6 marks) 

Total   (25 marks) 
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Section 1 
Question 3 

A Contractor has been appointed to refurbish 145 houses on a social housing development.  The 
contract has been formed using the NEC4 Engineering and Construction Contract with Main Option 
B and secondary options.  The design is provided by the Client. 

The roofing Subcontractor holds a meeting on site with the Supervisor and the Contractor.  The 
Subcontractor’s site manager, Kiko, says that the gutters’ design is inappropriate for the roof types 
at the development. He suggests an alternative design which the Supervisor readily accepts and 
verbally instructs its use. 

Two weeks later the Client’s architect visits site and is horrified to see the gutters being installed.  
She demands to know why the Contractor is installing a different style of gutter to that shown in the 
Scope.  The Contractor explains that the Supervisor agreed to a revised design.  The Supervisor 
denies that any instruction was given and that she was merely taking part in a discussion.   

The Project Manager instructs the Contractor to remove all of the gutters based on the alternative 
design and re-install based on the original design but does not confirm in writing. 

a) The Contractor immediately notifies a compensation event to
the Project Manager demanding additional time and payment
of £35,000.  It says that it won’t proceed with changing the
gutters until the Project Manager agrees. Is there a
compensation event?  Is the Contractor correct to delay its
works in this way

(8 marks) 

b) The Project Manager sends an email to the Contractor
instructing the removal Kiko from the Site stating that, “His
presence here is unhelpful.”  Should the Contractor and
Subcontractor comply with this instruction?

(4 marks) 

c) Asbestos is subsequently discovered in some of the roof voids
and the Project Manager instructs its removal.  A specialist
Subcontractor will be needed to remove the asbestos and one is
identified by the Contractor.  What should the Contractor do
before appointing the proposed Subcontractor?

(4 marks) 
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d) Despite the problems on Site, the Contractor uses the project as
a case study on its website claiming “another happy Client for
us”.  The article was then shared by many members of its staff on
LinkedIn, Twitter and Facebook.  The Client is furious as its Chief
Executive considers herself far from happy.  Which clause of the
contract might be relevant here? (3 marks) 

e) The roofing works proceed slowly but eventually are close to
being finished.  The Contractor demands that the Project
Manager should certify Completion.  The works are largely
complete but scaffolding remains in place on some properties
and the residents have complained about the amount of
construction waste materials in public areas.  What should the
Project Manager do?

(6 marks) 

Total (25 marks) 
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Section 1  
Question 4 

The Contractor is building an extension to a primary school in the summer holidays and has been 
appointed using the NEC4 Engineering and Construction Contract with Main Option B. The Contract 
Data Part One states; 

i. That the first programme should be submitted within one week of the Contract Date.
ii. That the Client is not willing to take over the works before the Completion Date.
iii. The Early Warning Register should include “site availability”
iv. The completion date is 31 August.

No programme has been submitted by the Contractor after four weeks, but the works at that stage 
are progressing well and are ahead of original estimates by both Parties. 

a) What are the difficulties caused by the lack of an Accepted
Programme?  What should the Project Manager do in the
absence of a programme submission from the Contractor? (5 marks) 

b) Access to much of the school is denied to the Contractor in
all of week 5 due to an event hosted by the school but not
previously notified to the Contractor.  The Project Manager
says that this is tough and that this isn’t a compensation
event due to the inclusion of site availability in the Early
Warning Register.  Is the Project Manager correct? (5 marks) 

c) The Contractor eventually submits a programme to the
Project Manager for acceptance in week 5.  It is a simple bar
chart on one side of A4.  The Project Manager replied to the
email with one word – “REJECTED”.  Is the Project
Manager’s response correct?

(6 marks) 
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d) A meeting on 28 August identifies that the works will not be
complete in time for the new school year starting on 4
September.  The Client says that it will move into the part-
completed building on 1 September regardless.  The
Contractor says that the Client may not do this as the Client
had said in the Contract Data that it would not do so.  Is the
Contractor correct?

(5 marks) 

e) If the Client does start using the building before Completion,
will it create a compensation event? (4 marks) 

Total   (25 marks) 
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Section 2  
Question 5 

A local authority awarded a £1m contract for some landscaping works. The specification of 
particular trees could not be made at tender stage so an amount was held as a Client contingency 
outside of the total of the Prices. The contract was under ECC Option B.  After week 3 of the 
contract, the specification for the trees is decided. 

a) Should the Project Manager have notified an early warning to the
Contractor on this matter before week 3, and if so how. What
actions would then follow? (7 marks) 

The landscape architect hands over the trees requirements to the Project Manager.  

b) How does the Project Manager put this into effect?   (2 marks) 

The Project Manager fails to notify a compensation event under 61.1. 

c) What does the Contractor do, can this be time barred and
what does the Project Manager do next?

  (7 marks) 

Following an instruction, a quotation for the compensation is submitted by the Contractor. 

d) How should the quotation be assessed?   (4 marks) 

The Project Manager is surprised by the high amount of the quotation. 

e) What should the Project Manager do here?   (5 marks) 

Total   (25 marks) 
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Section 2  
Question 6 

A 78-week contract is awarded under an ECC Option B contract for a large highways project.  
Secondary X13 was incorporated in the contract. Five weeks after the Contract Date, the Contractor 
has not yet provided the performance bond. 

a) What options does the Client have?   (5 marks) 

The Parties commence urgent discussions on this matter. A week later, there is an issue regarding 
some unsafe working by the Contractor. The Project Manager takes advice and wishes to stop that 
part of the works, so it may be discussed and dealt with properly. 

b) How does the Project Manager put this into effect and should
the Contractor obey this?                               .

  (4 marks) 

c) If the Contractor notifies this as a compensation event, how should
the Project Manager reply?

 (6 marks) 

A few weeks later the Contractor apologises to the Client but says their overseas parent company 
refuses to allow a performance bond to be given. The Client instructs the Project Manager to 
immediately terminate the Contractor’s obligation to Provide the Works. 

d) Under what procedure could the Contractor’s obligation to
Provide the Works now be terminated? (5 marks) 

Assume termination occurs for this failure. 

e) How does the contract provide for payment here?  (5 marks) 

Total   (25 marks) 
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Section 2  
Question 7 

A Contractor has recently been awarded an ECC contract using Option C and W2 for a civil 
engineering project.  The Scope does not specify the use of a communication system and postal 
addresses were stated in the Contract Data. The Contractor’s QS is reviewing the Z clauses, 
additional conditions of contract. There are two Z clauses that are in conflict. One says security passes 
take 21 days to issue by the Client, and the other says 14 days.  

a) What should the Contractor do here and how should any
communications be made?

  (4 marks) 

b) How does the Project Manager put this into effect?   (4 marks) 

The Contractor says they would like an instant resolution on this and wish to go straight to 
adjudication. 

c) Is this possible? What can the Project Manager do, and what
alternatives are there under the contract?

  (4 marks) 

The issue is resolved very quickly, and good relationships resume. The Contractor then submits a 
revised programme but there is no float or time risk allowance shown. 

d) Should these be shown, what would you now do as Project
Manager and what happens if the Project Manager is silent for 3
weeks?

(10 marks) 

e) What happens now in the assessment of time aspects of
compensation events?

  (3 marks) 

Total (25 marks) 
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Section 2  
Question 8 

A Contractor has recently been awarded an ECC contract using Option A.  In the first month the 
parties hold plenty of positive meetings, do some joint training, set up some common communication 
forms, joint register and are showing good signs of collaborative working. The Contract Date was 13th 
May and the first assessment date of 1st June is set by the Project Manager. The assessment interval 
is monthly. The first assessment goes through smoothly and the amount certified is paid on time. The 
first programme is to be submitted by the Contractor within three weeks of the Contract Date. The 
Contractor is so busy getting on with the works that it forgets to submit the next application for payment 
before 1st July and the first programme has not been submitted. This has been completely overlooked. 

a) Who assesses the amount due at the second assessment
date and how much should be certified here?

  (8 marks) 

The first programme is submitted 5th July and accepted the day after. A few days later the Project 
Manager realises a key item on the Scope is not shown on the Accepted Programme and the 
Contractor replies “Well, you’ve accepted the programme, so we assumed you did not want those 
works anymore”.    

b) What provisions are there in the contract for submission and
acceptance of a programme; do these affect the Contractor’s
obligation to Provide the Works and what should the parties
do?

(8 marks) 

The Project Manager also noticed on the Accepted Programme some deep excavation works 
adjacent a third-party property 

c) What provisions in the contract allow the Project Manager to
have a look at the proposed design for the temporary support
works?

(5 marks) 

Whilst awaiting the design submission, the Project Manager grows more concerned that a problem 
here might delay Completion, which would not be good news for the Client. 

d) How should the Project Manager communicate this concern?  (4 marks) 

Total (25 marks) 
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MODULE 2 

Section 1 
Question 1 – Points for Answer 

a) In payment application 4, Ayling seeks payment of £40,000.00 saying, “Sluice gate 2 –
30% complete in factory.”  How much should Bamford certify in respect of sluice gate
2?  [5 marks]
No part payment.  See clauses 50.3 & 11.2(29).  (2 marks for clauses, 3 
marks for explanation).  

5 marks 

b) Is the painting a Defect? Does the missed test mean that the paintwork does not need
to be corrected?  [8 marks]
It is a Defect.  11.2(6).  (2 marks)  
The Defect must be corrected (44.1) unless agreed by the PM and 
Contractor (45) (4 marks)  
Lack of test irrelevant.  See clause 14.1. (2 marks)  

8 marks 

(c) Is Ayling correct, is an instruction necessary?  [3 marks]
No instruction is necessary as the obligation is already in the WI.  See 
clause 20.1.  
(2 marks for explanation, 1 mark for clause)  

3 marks 

(d) Is Ayling correct?  Can this instruction be ignored?  [2 marks]
Ayling is not correct.  See clause 27.3.  (1 mark for clause, 1 mark for 
explanation) 

2 marks 

(e) Is there an entitlement to any additional payment here, and why?  If
so, how might the Ayling and Bamford simplify the assessment given
that the total value of the PPE purchased is only about £300?  [7 marks]
Yes, there is an entitlement.  Instruction is a change to the WI and a 
CE.  14.3, 60.1(1).  (1 mark for clauses, 2 marks for explanation) 

8 weeks time bar in 61.3 does not apply as instruction from PM created 
the CE.  (1 mark for clause, 1 mark for explanation) 

Simplify assessment using rates and lump sums.  Clause 63.2.  (2 marks – 
1 for clause, 1 for explanation) 

7 marks 

Total 25 marks 
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Section 1 
Question 2 – Points for Answer 

a) Is the message a valid communication under the contract?  Which clause(s) are relevant
here?  [4 marks]

Clause 13.1 – read, copied and recorded.  OK with this.  But not 13.2 – 
recipient unlikely to be identified as a WhatsApp address in the 
contract.  (2 marks for clauses, 2 marks for explanation).  

4 marks 

b) The Project Manager points out that the likely presence of hazardous material is stated
in the Site Information and therefore there is no compensation event, regardless of any
notification.  Is the Project Manager correct?  [4 marks]

Look at clause 60.2.  Contractor is assumed to have taken into 
account the Site Information.  Probably not a CE unless volume and level 
of contamination is not what would be forecasted from the SI.  (1 mark 
for clause, 3 marks for explanation).  

4 marks 

c) What should the Contractor do to bring this matter to the Project Manager’s attention
and to mitigate the effects?  What should the Project Manager do in response?  [8 marks]

Explanation of clause 15.1 – the Contractor’s action (1 + 1 mark)  
Explanation of 15.2, 15.3, 15.4 for the PM (2 marks for clauses, 4 marks 
for explanation)  

8 marks 

(d) How might the Project Manager check the Contractor’s future traffic management
proposals?  [3 marks]
(d) Clause 23.1.  Equipment.  (1 mark for clause, 2 marks for explanation)  3 marks
(e) How may the Project Manager stop the Contractor proceeding in the event that the
proposals are inadequate?  Will this create a compensation event?  [6 marks]

(e) Instruction to stop work on the relevant aspects – 27.3, 34.1, 60.1(4).  
It will create a CE, but not if the design was deficient.
(2 marks for clauses, 2 marks for explanation)

6 marks 

Total 25 marks 
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Section 1         

Section 1 
Question 3 – Points for Answer 

a) The Contractor immediately notifies a compensation event to the Project
Manager demanding additional time and payment of £35,000.  It says that it won’t proceed
with changing the gutters until the Project Manager agrees.  Is there a compensation
event?  Is the Contractor correct to delay its works in this way?  [8 marks]

It is not a CE.  60.1(1) (the closest option) says that there must have been 
a change to the WI.  (2 marks)  
Here, there wasn’t change – nothing in writing and Supervisor has no 
authority to do that.  13.1, 14.3.  (3 marks)  
Contractor not right to delay.  See 27.3, 63.9.  (3 marks)  

8 marks 

b) The Project Manager sends an email to the Contractor instructing the removal Kiko from
the Site stating that, “His presence here is unhelpful.”  Should the Contractor and
Subcontractor comply with this instruction?  [4 marks]
Yes, they should.    
24.2  
26.1  
(2 marks for clauses, 2 marks for explanation) 

4 marks 

c) Asbestos is subsequently discovered in some of the roof voids and the Project
Manager instructs its removal.  A specialist Subcontractor will be needed to remove the
asbestos and one is identified by the Contractor.  What should the Contractor do
before appointing the proposed Subcontractor?  [4 marks]
(c) 26.2 – seek PM’s acceptance of Subcontractor and 26.3 the conditions
of subcontract. (2 marks for correct clauses, 2 marks for explanation)

 4 marks 

(d) Despite the problems on Site, the Contractor uses the project as a case study on its
website claiming “another happy Client for us”.  The article was then shared by many
members of its staff on LinkedIn, Twitter and Facebook.  The Client is furious as its Chief
Executive considers herself far from happy.  Which clause of the contract might be relevant
here?  [3 marks]
(d) Clause 29.2. is relevant.  (1 mark for clause, 2 marks for explanation)  3 marks
(e) The roofing works proceed slowly but eventually are close to being
finished.  The Contractor demands that the Project Manager should certify Completion.  The
works are largely complete but scaffolding remains in place on some properties and the
residents have complained about the amount of construction waste materials in public
areas.  What should the Project Manager do?  [6 marks]

(e) PM has to decide and certify Completion (30.3) (1 mark for clause, 1
mark for explanation)
Completion is defined in 11.2(2). (1 mark for clause, + 1 mark for
explanation)
Works could be described as complete or not – (2 marks for any sensible
argument either way based on what the contract says)

6 marks 

Total 25 marks 
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Section 1 
Question 4 – Points for Answer 

a) What are the difficulties caused by the lack of an Accepted Programme?  What should
the Project Manager do in the absence of a programme submission from the Contractor?  [5
marks]

a. Practical reasons – planning, forecasting etc (2 marks)
Compensation events assessments – clause 64 in particular (1 mark for 
clause, 2 marks for explanation)  

5 marks 

b) Access to much of the school is denied to the Contractor in all of week 5 due to an event
hosted by the school but not previously notified to the Contractor.  The Project Manager says
that this is tough and that this isn’t a compensation event due to the inclusion of site
availability in the Early Warning Register.  Is the Project Manager correct?  [5 marks]

(b) No. (1 mark)
Inclusion on the Early Warning Register does not allocate risk. (3 marks
for explanation)
A CE under 60.1(2). (1 mark)

5 marks 

c) The Contractor eventually submits a programme to the Project Manager for acceptance in
week 5.  It is a simple bar chart on one side of A4.  The Project Manager replied to the email
with one word – “REJECTED”.  Is the Project Manager’s response correct?  [6 marks]
(c) PM is correct not to accept the programme – see 31.3 - 2nd bullet.  (1
mark for clause, 2 marks for explanation)
The contract only allows the PM to accept, or not to accept.  The term
‘reject’ isn’t recognised in the contract. (1 mark)
PM should explain why the programme is not accepted – 13.4. (1 +1)

 6 marks 

(d) A meeting on 28 August identifies that the works will not be
complete in time for the new school year starting on 4 September.  The
Client says that it will move into the part-completed building on 1
September regardless.  The Contractor says that the Client may not do
this as the Client had said in the Contract Data that it would not do
so.  Is the Contractor correct?  [5 marks]
(d) Contractor is not correct to say that the Client can’t move in.  (1
mark)
See 35.1 and 35.2.  (2 marks)
Client has indicated that it won’t take over early, but that doesn’t stop it
from doing so.  (2 marks)

5 marks 

(e) If the Client does start using the building before Completion, will it
create a compensation event?  [4 marks]
(e) Only if the takeover is before both Completion and the Completion
Date.  (3 marks)
60.1(15).  (1 mark)

4 marks 

Total 25 marks 
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Section 2 
Question 5 – Points for Answer 

a) Should the Project Manager have notified an early warning to the Contractor on this
matter before week 3, and if so how. What actions would then follow? [7 marks]

The Project Manager should have notified an early warning to 
the Contractor under clause 15.1.  

(1 mark) 

This should be in a form that can be read, copied and recorded (13.1) and 
sperate from any other communications (13.7)  

(2 marks) 

The Project Manager should enter this matter on the Early Warning 
Register (15.1)  

(1 mark) 

Either can instruct the other to attend an early warning meeting (15.2)  (1 mark) 

Candidates to discuss what should happen at the early warning meeting 
(15.3) and what happens next (15.4).  

(2 mark) 

b) How does the Project Manager put this into effect?   [2 marks]

Under clause 14.3 the Project Manager should give an instruction to the 
Contractor which changes the Scope  

(1 mark) 

Again, follow the requirements of clause 13.1 (1 mark) 

c) What does the Contractor do, can this be time barred and what does the Project
Manager do next?   [7 marks]
The Contractor should notify a compensation event under clause 61.3.  (1 mark) 
61.3 provides that compensation events must be notified within 8 weeks 
of becoming aware that the event has happened (61.3), otherwise the 
event is time barred.  

(2 mark) 

However, there is an exception, and that is if the event arises from 
the Project Manager giving an instruction, which it has.  

(1 mark) 

The Project Manager acts in accordance with clause 61.4 (1 mark) 

There should be no problem with this matter and the Project 
Manager should notify the Contractor that the event is a compensation 
event and includes in the notification an instruction to the Contractor to 
submit a quotation  

(2 mark) 

(d) How should the quotation be assessed? [4 marks]
The default method of assessing compensation events for all main 
Options is clause 63.1. 

(1 mark) 

Clause 63.1 provides a dividing date that allows the parties to split the 
assessment for actual/forecast Defined Cost. 

(1 mark) 

The dividing date in this case is the date of the Project 
Manager’s instruction. 

(1 mark) 
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As this is main Option B, Defined Cost is stated in clause 11.2(23) as being 
the cost of the components in the Short Schedule of Cost Components. 

(1 mark) 

e) What should the Project Manager do here? [5 marks]
Firstly, check that the quotation is correct, that the resources are about 
the right amount of time and of the right cost according to the Short 
Schedule of Cost Components. 

(1 mark) 

Clause 52.1 required Defined Cost to be at open market or competitively 
tendered prices. 

(1 mark) 

If the quotation is correct, the Project Manager can notify acceptance of 
the quotation (62.3) and will separately have to advise the Client of the 
implications. 

(1 mark) 

If the quotation is not correct, the Project Manager can instruct 
the Contractor to submit a revised quotation or can advise that the 
Project Manager will be making the assessment (62.3) 

(1 mark) 

If the quotation is correct, but the Client does not wish to proceed, then 
the Project Manager could give an instruction to change the specification 
of the trees to something more affordable to the Client. 

(1 mark) 

Total 25 marks 
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Section 2 
Question 6 – Points for Answer 

a) What options does the Client have? [5 marks]

X13.1 requires the Contractor to provide the performance bond within 4 
weeks of the Contract Date.  

(1 mark) 

There are 3 options available for the Client, allow it to be late, delete the 
requirement for it to be provided or terminate.  

(1 mark) 

To allow it to be provided late then the Parties should agree to this 
provision under clause 12.3.  

(1 mark) 

To delete X13, then the Parties should agree to this provision also under 
clause 12.3.  

(1 mark) 

The Client may terminate under Reason 12, clause 91.2 (1 mark) 
b) How does the Project Manager put this into effect and should the Contractor obey
this?                           [4 marks]

The Project Manager would put this into effect under clause 34.1 with an 
instruction.  

(1 mark) 

This should be given in a form that can be read, copied and recorded 
(13.1).  

(1 mark) 

The Contractor should obey this valid instruction as required in 27.3. (1 mark) 

Clause 10.1 is also relevant here (1 mark) 

c) If the Contractor notifies this as a compensation event, how should
the Project Manager reply?    [6 marks]
The instruction to stop under clause 34.1 is a compensation event under 
60.1(4).  

(1 mark) 

This should be notified soonest as required by clause 61.3 and comply 
with clause 13.7, but the within 8 weeks time bar does not apply here as 
the as required by clause 61.3 and comply with clause 13.7.event arises 
from a Project Manager’s instruction.  

(2 mark) 

As provided for in clause 61.4, the Project Manager replies within one 
week after the Contractor’s notification.  

(1 mark) 

As the event arises due from a fault of the Contractor, the Project 
Manager notifies the Contractor that the Prices, the 
Completion Date and the Key Dates are not to be changed and states the 
reasons in the notification (61.4, 13.7).  

(2 mark) 

(d) Under what procedure could the Contractor’s obligation to Provide
the Works now be terminated? [5 marks]
The Client may terminate here but only if the Project Manager has 
notified that the Contractor has not put the default right (not providing 
the bond) within four weeks of the date when the Project 
Manager notified the Contractor of the default. 

(1 mark) 
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If this has not happened, the Project Manager should notify 
the Contractor of the default and four weeks later, should it still not be 
provided, then termination can occur. 

(1 mark) 

Once this point arises, if either Party wishes to terminate 
the Contractor’s obligation to Provide the Works it notifies the Project 
Manager and the other Party giving details of the reason for terminating 
(90.1). 

(1 mark) 

The Project Manager issues a termination certificate promptly if the 
reason complies with the contract, which it would (90.1, 13.7) 

(2 mark) 

e) How does the contract provide for payment here? [5 marks]
The Client has terminated for R12 and therefore the amount due with be 
A1 and A3 (Termination Table, 90.2) 

(1 mark) 

Candidates should explain A1. (3 mark) 
Candidates should explain A32. (1 mark) 
Total 25 marks 
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Section 2 
Question 7 – Points for Answer 

a) What should the Contractor do here and how should any communications be
made? [4 marks]

The Contractor should notify an inconsistency in accordance with clause 
17.1  

(1 mark) 

Each communication should be in a form that can be read, copied and 
recorded (13.1).  

(1 mark) 

As the Scope does not specify a communication system, a 
communication has effect when it is received at the address of the 
recipient stated in the Contract Data.  

(1 mark) 

As this is a notification, it should be communicated separately from 
other communications (13.77.1)  

(1 mark) 

b) How does the Project Manager put this into effect?   [4 marks]

Assuming, the Contractor has notified an inconsistency under 17.1, 
the Project Manager states how the inconsistency should be resolved. 

(1 mark) 

In this case, as the inconsistency is within the Z clauses, this is not 
within the Project Manager’s power to change (10.1).  

(1 mark) 

The Project Manager should therefore speak with the Client to suggest 
that this is a matter that is likely best dealt with under clause 12.3, 
where the Parties would need to put this into effect.  

(1 mark) 

To not sort this out will put the Project Manager in a difficult position to 
administer these provisions of the contract.  

(1 mark) 

c) Is this possible? What can the Project Manager do, and what alternatives are there under
the contract? [4 marks]
W2.2(1) says that a Party may refer a dispute to the Adjudicator at any 
time whether or not the dispute has been referred to the Senior 
Representatives.  

(1 mark) 

The Project Manager cannot give legal advice but could remind the 
Parties of W2.1, which covers the resolution of the dispute by Senior 
Representatives.  

(1 mark) 

However, neither Party can force this on the other and W2.1(1) 
provides that Senior Representatives are used by agreement.  

(1 mark) 

So probably call a meeting to discuss a sensible way forward but realise 
either Party has a right to go straight to adjudication should they wish 
to.  

(1 mark) 

(d) Should these be shown, what would you now do as Project
Manager and what happens if the Project Manager is silent for 3
weeks? [10 marks]
Clause 31.2 states that float and time risk allowance should be shown 
on each programme submitted for acceptance. 

(1 mark) 

In practice, these are necessary provisions for a realistic programme.  (1 mark) 

The Project Manager has two weeks to notify the Contractor of the (1 mark) 
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acceptance of the programme or the reasons for not accepting it (31.3) 

In this instance, the second bullet of clause 31.3 applies, in that the 
programme does not show the information the contract requires (31.3) 
so the Project Manager should notify the Contractor that the 
programme is not accepted (31.3 and 13.7). 

(2 marks) 

Clause 13.4 requires the Project Manager to state the reason in 
sufficient detail to enable the Contractor to correct the matter. 

(1 mark) 

As the Project Manager has exceeded the time allowed (2 weeks) then 
a compensation event occurs under 60.1(6) which should be notified by 
the Contractor under 61.3. 

(2 marks) 

Also, the Contractor may notify the Project Manager of its failure to 
notify within the time allowed (31.3) and if the failure continues for one 
further week after the Contractor’s notification, it is treated as 
acceptance by the Project Manager of the programme 

(2 marks) 

e) What happens now in the assessment of time aspects of
compensation events? [3 marks]
Clause 64.1 provides that the Project Manager assesses a compensation 
event if, when the Contractor submits quotations for the compensation 
event, the Project Manager has not accepted the Contractor’s latest 
programme for one of the reasons stated in the contract. 

(1 mark) 

Clause 64.2 states that the Project Manager assesses the programme 
for the remaining work and uses it in the assessment of a compensation 
event if the Project Manager has not accepted the Contractor’s latest 
programme for one of the reasons stated in the contract. 

(1 mark) 

Clause 64.3 requires the Project Manager to notify the Contractor of the 
assessment of a compensation event and give details of the assessment 
within the period allowed for the Contractor’s submission of its 
quotation for the same compensation event. 

(1 mark) 

Total 25 marks 
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Question 8 – Points for Answer 
a) Who assesses the amount due at the second assessment date and how much should be
certified here? [8 marks]

The Project Manager assesses the amount due at each assessment date 
(50.1), which, for the second assessment, is 1st July on this project.  

(1 mark) 

50.2 requires the Contractor to submit an application for payment to 
the Project Manager before each assessment date. The Project 
Manager is obliged to consider an application for payment submitted by 
the Contractor before the assessment date (50.2).  

(1 mark) 

As the Contractor did not submit an application for payment before the 
assessment date, clause 50.4 states how the amount due is calculated.  

(1 mark) 

Clause 50.5 provides that one quarter of the Price for Work Done to Date 
is retained in assessments of the amount due until the Contractor has 
submitted a first programme to the Project Manager for acceptance 
showing the information which the contract requires.  

(1 mark) 

As well as the parties have been collaborating, the Project 
Manager under 10.1 acts as stated in the contract and needs to apply this 
clause.  

(1 mark) 

In this case, the Project Manager should assess the amount due at the 
assessment date of 1st July, as though the Contractor had submitted an 
application for payment before the assessment date which now includes 
the 25% retained for the failure to submit a programme but presumably 
includes more monies for completed works (a). The Project 
Manager knows the amount due at the previous assessment date (b). 
The lesser of (a) and (b) becomes the amount due for the second 
assessment which is likely to mean no further monies are paid to 
the Contractor in this assessment.  

(3 marks) 

b) What provisions are there in the contract for submission and acceptance of a programme;
do these affect the Contractor’s obligation to Provide the Works and what should the
parties do? [8 marks]
The Contractor is obliged to Provide the Works as stated in the Scope 
(20.1).  

(1 mark) 

The first programme (31.1) and all future revised programmes (32.2) are 
submitted for acceptance.  

(1 mark) 

The Project Manager accepts each programme if there are no reasons for 
not accepting (31.3)  

(1 mark) 

The Accepted Programme is the last programme accepted by 
the Project Manager (11.2(1)).  

(1 mark) 

Clause 14.1 provides that the Project Manager’s acceptance of a 
communication from the Contractor does not change 
the Contractor’s responsibility to Provide the Works.  

(1 mark) 

There are no provisions in the ECC that supports the Contractor’s view 
here.  

(1 mark) 

The Project Manager should instruct the Contractor to submit a revised 
programme to the Project Manager for acceptance (32.2).  

(1 mark) 

If the Contractor submits exactly the same programme, the Project 
Manager would now not accept this as it does not comply with the Scope 
(31.3).  

(1 mark) 
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c) What provisions in the contract allow the Project Manager to have a look at the proposed
design for the temporary support works? [5 marks]
The temporary support works are known as Equipment (11.2(9)). (1 mark) 
The Project Manager can instruct the Contractor submit particulars of the 
design of an item of Equipment to the Project Manager for acceptance 
(23.1).  

(1 mark) 

Acceptance does not change the Contractor’s obligation to Provide the 
Works or liability for its design (14.1).  

(1 mark) 

Reasons for not accepting are stated in 23.1. (1 mark) 

Unlike clause 21.2, the Contractor does not have to wait for acceptance 
before proceeding with this Equipment as 23.1 does not state such a 
constraint.  

(1 mark) 

(d) How should the Project Manager communicate this
concern? [4 marks]
If a matter could delay Completion, then this should be notified by one 
party to the other. In this case, the Project Manager should notify this as 
an early warning to the Contractor 

(1 mark) 

This should be in a form that can be read, copied and recorded (13.1) and 
separate to any other communications (13.7). 

(1 marks) 

The Project Manager enters the early warning matter into the Early 
Warning Register (15.2). 

(1 marks) 

The Project Manager or Contractor can instruct the other to attend an 
early warning meeting at any time (15.2). 

(1 marks) 

Total 25 marks 
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Institution of Civil Engineers 

Examination for the ICE Certificate in Law and Contract Management 
(CLCM) 2021 

Module 3: (English and Scots Law) 
ICE Certificate in Law 

Tuesday 13th July 2021 
Time permitted: 14:00 to 18.00 (4 hours) 

Section 1 is based on “sample” contractual provisions from non-NEC contracts and Section 2 is 
based on NEC4. 

Answer Question 1 and one other from section 1 and answer Question 5 and one other from 
Section 2.  

Please answer questions in the blue books provided, answer section 1 and section 2 in separate 
books. 

All questions carry equal marks. 

References to cases and legislation should be quoted where possible. 

Please indicate on the outside of the answer books if your answers will be based on Scots Law. 

Reference to documents during the examinations 
Only unmarked copies of Statutes, NEC4 Engineering and Construction Contract (ECC), NEC4 
Engineering and Construction Subcontract (ECS), NEC4 Engineering and Construction Short 
Subcontract (ECSS) and other standard forms of building contracts may be taken into the 
Examination. The Examination does not take into account the October 2020 NEC 4 
amendments. 

Institution of Civil Engineers disclaimer; all names and characters in the question papers are 
fictional and any resemblance to any actual persons or businesses is purely coincidental. 
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Section 1 
Question 1 - Compulsory 

A Subcontractor, Ayling, has been appointed to provide building partitions and dry lining works to 
the conversion of a city centre office building into apartments.  The Client is the building owner, a 
property developer.   

Ayling submitted its tender to the main contractor, Bamford, which consisted largely of a bill of 
quantities.  The tender sum was £1,032,000.00.  Upon receipt, Bamford’s finance director sent an 
email to Ayling saying that, “If you can drop your price to £1m then the job’s yours.”  Ayling’s owner 
telephones the finance director and agrees to a price of £1m. 

Bamford drew up contract documents and sent them to Ayling for signature.  Ayling’s owner signed 
them without reading them and returned them in the post.  The work is expected to take 12 months. 

After a month on site, Ayling submitted an invoice for £200,000 based on rates in its bill of 
quantities.  Bamford refused to pay the invoice saying that nothing was due until completion.  They 
said that the contract is a lump sum contract for £1m and has no reference to any interim payments. 

The Sub-Contract between the parties consists of the “Deed of Appointment of Consultant (Design 
Services) for the sum of £1,000,000.00 (Gross).” 

Although the Sub-Contract bears a description that is akin to an appointment of a design consultant, 
the works to be performed by Ayling are described as Dry Lining works including the supply of 
labour and materials.  

The subcontract says, “This Deed constitutes the entire agreement between us and replaces any 
previous agreement between us respecting the Development.” 

Under Clause 2 of the Deed of Appointment (“Services”), the scope of work is said to be “set out in 
part 1 of schedule 1”.  That says, “The design and construction of all structural framing systems 
(SFS) for the site, based on the structural requirements for the project as well as the architect and 
structural engineers designs and comments.  

Clause 8.1 of the Sub-Contract states that Ayling will be remunerated on the following basis, “Your 
fee and the instalments in which such fee is to be payable are specified in schedule 2.” 

The tender bill of quantities is not referred to anywhere in the subcontract but Ayling says that the 
bill of quantities is binding because the tender was accepted. 

The fee stated in Schedule 2 is, as noted above, states, ““A lump sum, inclusive of expenses and 
disbursements and exclusive of VAT of £1,000,000.00” 
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a) Discuss whether the bill of quantities has any relevance to the
disagreement here? (7 marks) 

b) Does Ayling have any entitlement to interim payments?   (5 marks) 

The floor to ceiling height of most of the floors in the building is 3,650mm.  Architect’s drawings 
issued to Ayling at tender stage stated that maximum heights would be “2,700mm to 3,000mm.” 

c) Ayling seeks more money for the larger partitions that are
needed but Bamford refuses saying that this is a lump sum
contract.  Bamford also points out that Ayling was invited to
visit the site pre-tender and chose not to.  Bamford also says
that the heights are fairly standard for office buildings so
shouldn’t come as any surprise.  Is Bamford correct to deny
further payment?

  (5 marks) 

An electrically-powered hoist is attached to the side of the building to deliver people and materials to 
the higher floors of the building.  In breach of site rules, two of Ayling’s operatives use the hoist 
without its nominated operator and drop materials from the 13th floor into the car park of an adjacent 
office, damaging three cars and injuring two people.  The two Ayling operatives are self-employed 
and, in breach of their contracts, carry no insurance.   

d) What are the liabilities here?  Who should pay the costs of
repairing the cars and meeting any compensation claims for the
injured people?

  (8 marks) 

Total  (25 marks) 
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Section 1 
Question 2 

A digital marketing company, Dallas, has decided to construct a new office together with three other 
smaller office units, all on the same site.  The three units will be rented out to tenants.  The total cost 
will be about £15m. 

The Contractor will be appointed using the JCT Design and Build Contract 2016.  All of the relevant 
provisions of the contract to answer this question are provided below;  

2.24.1 If and when it becomes reasonably apparent that the progress of the Works or any 
Section is being or is likely to be delayed the Contractor shall forthwith give notice to 
the Client of the material circumstances, including the cause or causes of the delay, 
and shall identify in the notice any event which in his opinion is a Relevant Event. 

2.25.1 If on receiving a notice and particulars under clause 2.24; 

2.25.1.1 any of the events which are stated to be a cause of delay is a Relevant Event; and 

2.25.1.2 completion of the Works or of any Section is likely to be delayed thereby beyond the 
relevant Completion Date 

Then, save where these Conditions expressly provide otherwise, the Client shall give 
an extension of time by fixing such later date as the Completion Date for the Works 
or Section as he then estimates to be fair and reasonable. 

2.26 The following are the Relevant Events referred to in clauses 2.24 and 2.25… 

2.26.6 any impediment, prevention or default, whether by act or omission, by the Client or 
any Client Person, except to the extent caused or contributed to by any default, 
whether by act or omission, of the Contractor or any Contractor’s Person. 

2.26.7 the carrying out by a Statutory Undertaker of work in pursuance of its statutory 
obligations in relation to the Works, or the failure to carry out such work 

Article 3 

For the purposes of this Contract the Client’s Agent is JK Augustin Limited of Lowfields Road, 
Leeds, LS11 0ES or other such person as the Client’s nominates in his place.  Save to the extent 
that the Client may otherwise specify by notice to the Contractor, the Client’s Agent shall have full 
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authority to receive and issue applications, consents, instructions, notices, requests or statements 
and otherwise to act for the Client under any of the conditions. 

The new office is forecast to increase Dallas’ profits by £520,000 per annum. The rental income 
from the three smaller units is estimated to be £26,000 per unit per annum. 

Dallas’ has appointed a firm of project management consultants, Augustin, as its project manager, 
site supervisor and commercial advisor.  Augustin will be named as the Client’s Agent under the 
contract in the contract particulars.  Augustin’s fee proposal is for £2,000 per week. 

Dallas’ directors are concerned at their significant investment and their inability to repay the loans 
taken out for the project. They ask Augustin to ensure that ‘penalty charges’ are included in the 
contract to ensure that the Contractor pays them compensation if completion is late. 

a) How should the amount of any payments for late completion be
calculated here?  What is the relevant law?

  (6 marks) 

Klich is appointed as the Contractor and contracts are signed by both Parties.  The specification 
requires the Contractor to design and construct a car park along the western side of the site.  Klich’s 
tender included a statement, “we have included only for a 100mm thick compacted stone surface for 
the car park.  Any different requirements will be a Variation.”  The final contract documents did not 
include this statement.  An asphalt surfaced car park is shown in the specification.  Klich refuses to 
design or build the car park without an instruction confirming a Variation.  It says that as its tender 
was accepted, the statement about the car park is now binding. 

b) Is the statement in Klich’s tender now binding on the Parties?
What should Klich design and build?  If there are additional
costs, who should pay them?

  (9 marks) 

Delays occur with the installation of utilities; gas, electricity, water, sewerage, broadband/telecoms.  
Dallas decided to plan, procure and manage the installation of the utilities themselves.  All are 
behind schedule.  

c) What should Klich do when it becomes aware of the likely delay
to completion?  Is it entitled to an extension of time?  What
effect does an extension of time have on payments due to
Klich?

  (7 marks) 
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Dallas and Augustin fall out after significant interference by Dallas in the day to day running of the 
project and Augustin terminates its contract. Klich’s employees hear about this in gossip on site but 
have not been told formally that Dallas has left the project.   

d) To whom should Klich now address its project correspondence
when communication with the Client?

  (3 marks) 

  Total   (25 marks) 
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Section 1 
Question 3 

A Subcontractor has been appointed to design and install pipework systems at a waste-to-energy 
plant which is under construction.  The Client wants the plant to be up and running as soon as 
possible so has appointed the Contractor on a cost reimbursable contract, written bespoke for the 
project.  This has been stepped down, back-to-back to the Subcontractor.  The Subcontractor is 
entitled to have its ‘reasonable and proven costs’ paid plus 12% as a fee for overheads and profit. 
Agreed hourly rates for all people involved in the project are included in a schedule. 

The Subcontractor has over 200 people on site at peak production and a further 30 people in its 
design office, 150 miles away. 

The Subcontractor submits timesheets of all of its people’s activities on a routine, weekly, basis.  
The Contractor’s site manager signs every sheet put in front of her, most probably without reading 
any of them.  After 4 months, the Contractor refuses to pay the amount invoiced for month 3 and 
says that it will be recovering a further £1.5m in future certificates because it doubts the veracity of 
the Subcontractor’s timesheets.  It says that comparing the person-hours claimed with the work 
achieved it has concluded that the timesheets are at best exaggerated, at worst fraudulent. 

a) Is the Subcontractor entitled to rely upon the signed
timesheets?  Should payments for people costs be based on
these timesheets? (4 marks) 

Part way through construction the Client cites concerns about site security and instructs the 
Contractor to install additional boundary fencing and new turnstiles for all pedestrian access and 
egress.  The turnstiles are operated by a card, individually issued to each person who works on site.  
Unbeknown to the Subcontractor, the turnstiles log each person’s movements through the turnstiles 
creating a record.  The site canteen and car parks are outside the fenced site area.  The 
Contractor’s site manager now refuses to sign any timesheet or other site records but still demands 
their submittal. 

The Contractor uses the turnstile data to record and monitor people’s movements, comparing them 
to the submitted timesheets.  The two sets of data differ dramatically, and the following problems 
are identified. 

b) Some people’s lunch breaks take 50-55 minutes, when the
Subcontractor’s timesheets show only 30 minutes are deducted
from the working time for lunch.  The Parties have agreed that
30 minutes is the correct deduction for lunch breaks.  The
Subcontractor says that this is due to queues to use the
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turnstiles on exit and entry and that its people are entitled to 
take 30 minutes having lunch.  How long should be deducted 
from the working hours for each person’s lunch break?    (4 marks) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

The turnstile data suggests that some people leave the site for 4-
5 hours at a time during the working day.  The Subcontractor 
says that these are people visiting suppliers etc but cannot 
produce detailed commentaries on their whereabouts.  Should 
this time be paid for, or deducted?   

A steelwork fabrication facility for the site is situated 300m from 
the main gates but outside the fenced main site.  People moving 
to and from this facility often do so in a vehicle and therefore 
bypass the turnstiles in one direction, leaving incomplete data.  
The Contractor refuses to pay for any costs in a day where this 
happens for the person in question.  How much should be paid? 
On what basis would the claim be assessed and why? 

The Contractor issues a contra-charge for £73,000 for, “cleaning, 
maintaining and providing consumables to the welfare facilities.”  
The Subcontractor protests saying that the Contractor had 
agreed to provide these facilities and that surely includes 
cleaning and maintenance?  The Contractor says that it never 
agreed to do these things and that the greater site population 
contributed to these costs.  The Subcontractor says that the 
larger site population resulted from recovering delays caused by 
the Contractor.  Is this contra-charge correct?   

(4 marks) 

(4 marks) 

(4 marks) 

The Subcontract contains the following clause 27, 

“27 The Contractor shall provide welfare facilities such as toilets, showers, drying rooms and the 
like for the use of the Subcontractor.  These shall be for up to 150 people.”   
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The Subcontractor’s site population subsequently reaches 200 people and additional facilities are 
needed. 

Total  (25 marks) 

f) The Subcontractor claims £26,000 for its own costs of, “cabin
hire for site offices, printer/copier and broadband access”
saying that these should have been provided by the Contractor
under the description ‘and the like’ in clause 27.  Is the
Subcontractor correct? (5 marks) 
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Section 1 
Question 4 

The Contractor is constructing advanced infrastructure works ahead of a large housing development 
of 400 houses.  The works include earthworks, drainage, ducting for underground services and 
temporary drainage for the construction period. The Client’s is a commercial property developer. 

Some of the earthworks create platforms for house construction that are 4m deep. The specification 
says that the finished platforms should, “be suitable in all respects for domestic house building” 
(Requirement A).  It also sets out a number of criteria for the compaction of the fill material together 
with tests that must be undertaken (Requirement B). 

The tests are undertaken progressively as the works proceed and eventually the Contractor submits 
a package of test certificates to the Client showing that the works have been completed and that 
Requirement B is fully satisfied. 

The Client then sells the site to a house builder for £12m.The package of test certificates forms part 
of the sales documentation in that transaction. 

When the builder starts to construct houses it becomes apparent that the platform has not been 
compacted properly.  Several part-completed houses have to be demolished and mini-piling has to 
be installed to their replacements.  Subsequent testing shows that the fill material is insufficiently 
compacted, and in some areas hardly at all.  Closer inspection of dates and times on the original 
certificates, when compared to other site records, strongly suggests that some of the certificates are 
wrong. 

The house builder negotiates a compensation payment of £4m from the Client who now seeks to 
recover the loss from the Contractor. 

The contractor denies all liability and its arguments are described below.  Critically appraise the 
Contractor’s position in each argument. 

a) The Contractor says that, as the Client’s claim was brought
more than 12 months after completion, then there is no
liability due to the statement in the contract about a defects
period of 12 months.  The contract is silent about defects
thereafter.  Is this correct? (8 marks) 

b) The Contractor says that its liability is limited to £10,000 in
the contract so even if liability was proven, which it denies, it
wouldn’t have to pay more than that.  The Client says that
this is a ludicrously low amount and cannot really reflect the
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parties’ intentions.  What does the law say about low limits of 
liability such as this?    (6 marks) 

c) The Contractor says that the agreement to refund £4m is
over-generous and that it could have remedied the discrete
areas of under-compaction for less than £100,000. So any
claim for £4m is irrelevant.  Is this correct? (6 marks) 

d) The Contractor says that it satisfied Requirement B and that
the doubts about is certificates are unproven.  Having
satisfied Requirement B, it has no further obligation.  Is this
correct?

  (5 marks) 

Total   (25 marks) 
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Section 2 
Question 5 - Compulsory 

You are a drainage Subcontractor.  The contract is the NEC4 Engineering and Construction 
Subcontract main option B. The works are progressing well, however one of your gangs encounters 
hard rock in the trench dig.  The bill of quantities includes an item for extra over hard dig with a volume 
of 5m3 and your rate is £120/m3.  You dig some trial holes along the drain run and assess the total 
volume of rock to be excavated to be in excess of 100m3. The impact of excavating the rock reduces 
the productivity of the drainage gang by 30% and delays completion of the subcontract by 4 weeks. 
The rock is shown in the geotechnical interpretative report which was included in the Scope. 

Your tendered value of the Prices for the subcontract is £650,000 

a) What should the Subcontractor advise the main Contractor
and why?

(5 marks) 

b) Is the additional volume of rock a compensation event?
Explain why.

(10 marks) 

c) If the main option was option A rather option B and the
geotechnical interpretative report was not included in the
Scope how could the additional cost and time be recovered?  (5 marks)

d) The Contractor in an Option A subcontract implemented a
compensation event for encountering the rock based on the
estimated quantities but when completed it was found to be
only 50m3   Advise the Subcontractor when the Contractor
says he will amend his assessment, what should the
Subcontractor do?

(5 marks) 

Total (25 marks) 
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Section 2 
Question 6 

You are the Project Manager on a major highway project.  The contract is the NEC4 Engineering and 
Construction Contract Option C. Contract Data Part includes the following Z clause. 
Clause 11.2 (26) third bullet point add: 

- follow an inspection and testing procedure included in the Quality Plan.
There is a concrete pour for a bridge pier. The bridge is on the critical path.  The weather is poor.  The 
Contractor has stated the joiners will be a paid for a full shift, provided they ensure pour can 
commence at midday   At 11.00am your Supervisor comes to you and says that he has been unable 
to check the reinforcement, but he suspects that it has not been cleaned and there is a risk of mud 
on the starter bars. 

You contact the works manager and instruct him not commence the concrete pour.  He is abusive. 
He continues with concrete pour.  The following morning after discussions with the Contractor’s 
project manager the shutters are removed, and the Supervisor instructs the Contractor to search for 
a Defect.   

The Contractor’s Inspection and testing plan has been signed off by the site engineer as reinforcement 
checked and clean. 

Under the supervision of your Supervisor the concrete is removed at the base of the pier and lumps 
of mud are found attached to the starter bars. 

You instruct the pier to be demolished and rebuilt.  This takes three weeks to get back to the position 
to commence the concrete pour. 

a) What power, if any has the Project Manager in relation to the
abusive Works Manager? (5 marks) 

b) Does the Project Manager have the power to stop the
concrete pour without evidence of any wrongdoing? (5 marks) 
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c) What would be the situation if the search had not found mud
on the reinforcement? (5 marks) 

d) Under an Option C the work to demolish and replace the Pier
is Defined Cost.  Comment on whether this should be paid or
not?

(5 marks) 

e) The Project Manager decides that the cost of demolishing
and replacing the Pier should be disallowed.  What costs can
he disallow?

(5 marks) 

Total   (25 marks) 
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Section 2 
Question 7 

You are the Contractor.  The contract is the NEC4 Engineering and Construction Contract Option C. 
The works include the construction of a 10 span viaduct.  The Client’s design is an insitu concrete 
slab 200mm thick on steel beams.  The specification requires the steelwork to receive a paint 
protective system.   

You have subcontracted the steelwork using the NEC4 engineering and construction subcontract 
Option A.  Your steelwork Subcontractor proposes an alternative using corten steel which will not 
require a paint protective system.  Whilst the corten steel is more expensive the deletion of the 
protective paint systems means that overall there is a saving of £200,000. 

a) What is the contractual mechanism to obtain acceptance of
the proposal? 

(5 marks) 

b) The use of corten steel means that the whole life cost of
maintaining the superstructure is reduced.  If the capital cost
of using corten steel is greater than the combined cost of
steelwork with a protective painting system but the contract
includes secondary option X21 how would proceed to get
acceptance? 

 (10 marks) 

The Works progress using the corten steel beams.  The Subcontractor has erected 50% of the beams 
when you realise that there has been a setting out error and that there will be 150mm gap in the 
bridge.  Your Subcontractor confirms that he can return one span of beams back to the workshop and 
insert a bolted splice plate.  You notify the Supervisor of this Defect 

c) What actions should you take to obtain acceptance of the
splice plate? 

(5 marks) 

d) If the 150mm gap is not due to a setting out error but an
incorrect dimension on the fabrication drawing produced by
your subcontractor, how would you proceed? (5 marks) 

Total (25 marks) 
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Section 2 
Question 8 

You are the Subcontractor.  The contract is the NEC4 Engineering and Construction Subcontract 
main option A.  Contract Data part 1 requires the programmes to be submitted monthly. 

Your clause 31 programme has been accepted by the Contractor; however, you have not had any of 
your Clause 32 programmes accepted or rejected.  The reason given by the Contractor is that the 
Client’s Project Manager has not accepted or rejected his Clause 32 programme You have submitted 
rev 5 to the Contractor on time and the three week acceptance period has expired. 

a) Describe what measures you can take to gain acceptance? (5 marks) 

Rev 5 is now accepted.  You have submitted rev 6.  One week after submission the Contractor issues 
a compensation event which changes the Scope.  The effect of the compensation event on your 
programme is if included in rev 5 then no change to planned Completion.  However, if included in Rev 
6 there is a two week delay to planned Completion.  

b) Which programme do you use for the compensation event
quotation and why? 

(5 marks) 

To complete your subcontract works other trade subcontractors have to complete theirs. The extent 
of this other work is stated in the Scope. They are running late with the effect that you will run out of 
work in two weeks time 

c) What action should you take when you become aware of
this?

(5 marks) 

Your work comes to a standstill and have operatives and machines standing.  You notify the 
Contractor of the event and consider this to be a compensation event   

d) Describe what you would write to the Contractor? (5 marks) 

The Contractor rejects your notification 
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e) What action can you take if any? (5 marks) 

Total   (25 marks) 
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Module 3 
Question 1 – Points for Answer Compulsory 

a) Does the bill of quantities have any relevance to the disagreement here?  [7 marks]

Reference to parol evidence rule & extrinsic evidence. (2 marks)  
Role of entire agreement clause (2 marks)  
Acceptance on telephone and signature of contract documents. (2 marks) 
Interpretation of Schedule 2 & lack of direct reference to BoQ.  (1 mark)  

b) Does Ayling have any entitlement to interim payments?  [5 marks]

 Yes it does.  
HGCRA s109(1) – entitlement to stage payments (3 marks) 
HGCRA s109(3) – Scheme to apply (2 marks)  
c) Ayling seeks more money for the larger partitions that are needed but Bamford refuses saying
that this is a lump sum contract.  Bamford also points out that Ayling was invited to visit the site pre-
tender and chose not to.  Bamford also says that the heights are fairly standard for office buildings
so shouldn’t come as any surprise.  Is Bamford correct to deny further payment?  [5 marks]
Entire agreement clause here.  Drawings show the lower heights so that is what the lump sum is based 
on.  Higher walls mean a variation.  

(d) What are the liabilities here?  Who should pay the costs of repairing the cars and meeting any
compensation claims for the injured people?  [8 marks]

Tort question. 
Duty of care to neighbours.  How does duty of care arise?  (Donoghue v Stevenson, Caparo v Dickman) 
(2 marks for argument, 2 marks for cases) 
Claim for damage to property 
Claim for personal injury 
Possible Rylands v Fletcher situation? (1 mark) 
Any claims likely to be made by the claimants against the building owner, the Client.  The two 
operatives are men of straw so little point involving them. Candidates may refer to vicarious liability 
for the employees. The operatives appeared to be in effect working as employees.  Likely to fall 
within Ayling’s third party liability insurance.  (3 marks) 

Total   25 Marks 
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Question 2 – Points for Answer 

a. How should the amount of any payments for late completion be calculated here?  What is
the relevant law?  [6 marks]

Relevant law set out in  
Parking Eye v Beavis (2 marks)  
LADs should reflect anticipated loss flowing from the breach. Not a penalty. (3 marks) 
Office £10k/wk  
Rental £500/wk  
Consultant’s costs £2k/wk  
Total £13,500/wk   
(1 mark)  

b. Is the statement in Klich’s tender now binding on the Parties?  What should Klich design and
build?  If there are additional costs, who should pay them?  [9 marks]

Parol evidence rule, extrinsic evidence (3 marks)  
Offer and acceptance did not lead to acceptance and incorporation of Klich’s tender.  The terms of the 
contract are those set out in writing.  (3 marks)  
Additional costs are not recoverable by Klich as the surfaced car park is shown in the specification that 
they signed up to.  (3 marks)  

c. What should Klich do when it becomes aware of the likely delay to completion?  Is it
entitled to an extension of time?  What effect does an extension of time have on payments
due to Klich?  [7 marks]

Notify the Architect/Contract Administrator. (2 marks)  
Yes EoT due, this is a Relevant Event. (2 marks)  
The Completion Date will move back so LADs will apply from a later date. (3 marks) 
d) To whom should Klich now address its project correspondence when communication with
the Client?  [3 marks]
Continue to address things to the A/CA until further notice.  Perhaps add Employer to the address 
list.  (2 marks for correct answer and 1 mark for any sensible suggestion) 
Total   25 Marks 
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Question 3 – Points for Answer 

This question looks at what is (i) reasonable and (ii) proven.  The issue of timesheets is a common one 
on site and often badly managed.  Candidates should recognise the practical limitations.  

a) Is the Subcontractor entitled to rely upon the signed timesheets?  Should payments for people
costs be based on these timesheets?  [4 marks]

The Subcontractor’s ‘reasonable and proven costs’ are due for payment.  The records are 
countersigned by the Contractor so, on the balance of probabilities, appear to be evidence of the 
hours worked.  The Contractor is vicariously responsible for its own manager’s apparent 
negligence.    
b) Some people’s lunch breaks take 50-55 minutes, when the Subcontractor’s timesheets show
only 30 minutes are deducted from the working time for lunch.  The Parties have agreed that 30
minutes is the correct deduction for lunch breaks.  The Subcontractor says that this is due to
queues to use the turnstiles on exit and entry and that its people are entitled to take 30 minutes
having lunch.  How long should be deducted from the working hours for each person’s lunch
break?  [4 marks]

30 minutes is the deduction for lunch that the Parties have agreed.  If delays are caused by 
the turnstiles then that additional time should not be deducted as the use of turnstiles was not 
agreed by the Parties when entering into contract.  
c) The turnstile data suggests that some people leave the site for 4-5 hours at a time during the
working day.  The Subcontractor says that these are people visiting suppliers etc but
cannot produce detailed commentaries on their whereabouts.  Should this time be paid for, or
deducted?  [4 marks]
The contract requires the recoverable costs to be ‘proven’.  The inability of the Subcontractor to 
produce details of what happens in these periods means that the costs have not been proven and 
therefore shouldn’t be paid until such time as sufficient commentary is provided.  
(d) A steelwork fabrication facility for the site is situated 300m from the main gates but outside
the fenced main site.  People moving to and from this facility often do so in a vehicle and
therefore bypass the turnstiles in one direction, leaving incomplete data.  The Contractor refuses
to pay for any costs in a day where this happens for the person in question.  How much should be
paid? On what basis would the claim be assessed and why?   [4 marks]
Further investigation should be made.  The costs have to be ‘reasonable’ If an operative leaves the 
system in this way it is not reasonable to assume that he/she has done no valuable work that 
day. The burden of proof lies with the subcontractor, who would have to provide evidence of his 
entitlement to satisfy the balance of probabilities test. 
(e) The Contractor issues a contra-charge for £73,000 for, “cleaning, maintaining and providing
consumables to the welfare facilities.”  The Subcontractor protests saying that the Contractor had
agreed to provide these facilities and that surely includes cleaning and
maintenance?  The Contractor says that it never agreed to do these things and that the greater
site population contributed to these costs.  The Subcontractor says that the larger site population
resulted from recovering delays caused by the Contractor.  Is this contra-charge correct?  [4
marks]

(e) Interpretation question.  What does ‘provide’ mean?  In the eyes of a reasonable observer with
the same factual matrix, would he/she conclude that cleaning etc was included?  This is a cost
reimbursable contract and the cleaning costs would be reimbursable. Probably yes, but marks
available for either answer provided the justification is correct re impartial observer etc.
f) The Subcontractor claims £26,000 for its own costs of, “cabin hire for site offices, printer/copier
and broadband access” saying that these should have been provided by the Contractor under the
description ‘and the like’ in clause 27.  Is the Subcontractor correct?  [5 marks]
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Ejusdem generis question.  (3 marks) 
Site offices are not of the general class as toilets, showers, drying rooms and therefore would not be 
captured by the clause.  This is a cost reimbursable contract and the cabin hire would be 
reimbursable. 2 marks) 

Total   25 Marks 
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Question 4  – Points for Answer 

a) The Contractor says that, as the Client’s claim was brought more than 12 months after
completion, then there is no liability due to the statement in the contract about a defects period of
12 months.  The contract is silent about defects thereafter.  Is this correct?  [8 marks]

Contractor is wrong.  The Limitation Act (note – different in Scotland) places limits of 6 or 12 years on 
claims for breach – deed or simple contract?  (4 marks)  
12 months period likely to refer to the period when the Contractor may return to correct its own 
defects. (2 marks)  
Even in absence of express contract provisions, Sales of Goods Act and similar statute likely to apply to 
works that are not of sufficient quality.  (2 marks)  
b) The Contractor says that its liability is limited to £10,000 in the contract so even if liability was
proven, which it denies, it wouldn’t have to pay more than that.  The Client says that this is a
ludicrously low amount and cannot really reflect the parties’ intentions.  What does the law say
about low limits of liability such as this?  [6 marks]

Recognition of UCTA and in particular Schedule 2 thereof.  Is £10k a reasonable amount given the costs 
and risks here?  

S11(1) – “the term shall have been a fair and reasonable one to be included having regard to the 
circumstances which were, or ought reasonably to have been, known to or in the contemplation of the 
parties when the contract was made.”    
3 marks for mentioning UCTA (2) & Schedule 2 (1).  No need for exact quote or section numbers.  
1 mark for each of any of the items in Schedule 2 (see below) up to a maximum of 2 marks.  
(a)the strength of the bargaining positions of the parties relative to each other, taking into account
(among other things) alternative means by which the customer’s requirements could have been met;
(b)whether the customer received an inducement to agree to the term, or in accepting it had an
opportunity of entering into a similar contract with other persons, but without having a similar term;
(c)whether the customer knew or ought reasonably to have known of the existence and the extent of
the term (having regard, among other things, to any custom of the trade and any previous course of
dealing between the parties);
(d)where the term excludes or restricts any relevant liability if some condition was not complied with,
whether it was reasonable at the time of the contract to expect that compliance with that condition
would be practicable;
(e)whether the goods were manufactured, processed or adapted to the special order of the customer.

c) The Contractor says that the agreement to refund £4m is over-generous and that it could have
remedied the discrete areas of under-compaction for less than £100,000.  So any claim for £4m is
irrelevant.  Is this correct?  [6 marks]
£100k seems low given what we are told.  £4m is the loss suffered by the Client so is probably 
justified.  See Hadley v Baxendale.  Were these losses in the reasonable contemplation of the Parties 
given the clear statement in Requirement A?  Yes, this is correct. The candidates may well refer to an 
obligation to mitigate the loss, which should be worth a mark.  
(d) The Contractor says that it satisfied Requirement B and that the doubts about is certificates are
unproven.  Having satisfied Requirement B, it has no further obligation.  Is this correct?  [5 marks]

 MT Hojgaard v Eon (Supreme Court).  (3 marks for identifying case and making the link with this one) 
Contractor cannot just satisfy one of the obligations and ignore the other.  It does have to meet both 
Requirements.  (2 marks) 

Total   25 Marks 
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Section 2   
Question 5 – Points for Answer Compulsory 

a) What should the subcontractor advise the main contractor and why? [5 marks]

• He should issue an early warning notice;
• Early warning due to risk of increase in the Prices and delay

Completion

(5 marks) 

b) Is the additional volume of rock a compensation event?  Explain why. [10 marks]

• It could be a compensation event pursuant to clause 60.4, however for
this to be the case three requirements have to be met.  These are:-

o Difference is not a result of a change to the Scope
o Difference causes the Defined Cost per unit to change and
o Rate in the Bill of Quantities for the item multiplied by the final total

quantity of work done is more than 0.5% of the Total of the Prices at
the Subcontract date

• Answer should address each of the three sub bullet points above

(10 marks) 

c) If the main option was option A rather option B and the geotechnical interpretative report was
not included in the Scope how could the additional cost and time be recovered?  [5 marks]

• Subcontractor issues notice of compensation event in accordance with
Clause 61.3

• Compensation event pursuant to Clause 60.1 (12).
• Reference to Clause 60.2.

(5 marks) 

(d) The Contractor in an Option A subcontract implemented a compensation event for encountering
the rock based on the estimated quantities but when completed it was found to be only
50m3 . Advise the subcontractor when the Contractor says he will amend his assessment, what
should the subcontractor do?
[5 marks]

• Advice would focus on the effect of Clause 66.3 (5 marks) 

Total   25 Marks 
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Question 6 – Points for Answer 

a) What power, if any has the Project Manager in relation to the abusive Works Manager? [5 marks]

• The importance of maintaining the authority of the project manager;
• No individual should be verbally abused;
• Project manager has the contractual authority to have the works

manager removed from site in accordance with clause 24.2.

(5 marks) 

b) Does the Project Manager have the power to stop the concrete pour without evidence of any
wrongdoing? [5 marks]

• Project manager has the power to stop work under clause 34.
• Any instruction issued under clause 34 is a compensation event under

clause 60.1 (4).

(5 marks) 

c) What would be the situation if the search had not found mud on the reinforcement? [5 marks]
• Compensation event issued to cover the consequences of searching for 

a Defect but no Defect is found, Clause 60.1 (10).
(5 marks) 

(d) Under an Option C the work to demolish and replace the Pier is Defined Cost.  Comment on
whether this should be paid or not ?  [5 marks]

• The cost of correcting Defects is normally an allowed Defined Cost,
unless they are corrected after Completion.

• This contract contains a Z clause that extend the reach of disallowed
cost if the cost was incurred as a result of failure to follow procedure in
the quality plan.

• ITP had been signed off as reinforcement being cleaned and checked
which was not the case.

(5 marks) 

e) The Project Manager decides that the cost of demolishing and replacing the Pier should be
disallowed.  What costs can he disallow?  [5 marks]

• All the direct cost of demolishing the pier and reconstructing to the
point of commencing the concrete pour.  This to cover all
labour, equipment and materials.

• Any supervision costs.
• The construction of the pier was on the critical path so an element of

the preliminaries could be disallowed.
• The project manager should advise the Contractor of the costs he is to

disallow and why.

(5 marks) 

Total   25 Marks 
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Question 7 – Points for Answer 

a) What is the contractual mechanism to obtain acceptance of the proposal? [5 marks]

• Any change will require a change to the Scope and therefore a
compensation event to be issued by the Project Manager.

• Contract is a main option C, hence Clause 63.13 would apply
• Change to Scope is suggested by the Contractor, so Prices not reduced

(5 marks) 

b) The use of corten steel means that the whole life cost of maintaining the superstructure is
reduced.  If the capital cost of using corten steel is greater than the combined cost of steelwork with
a protective painting system but the contract includes secondary option X21 how would proceed to
get acceptance?  [10 marks]

• Secondary option X21 is Whole Life Cost
• Answer should cover he whole process and include what information

the Contractor should submit to the Project Manager
• Whole life cost to be calculated with reference to Net Present Value

(10 marks) 

c) What actions should you take to obtain acceptance of the splice plate? [5 marks]
• Contractor is unable to change the Scope without acceptance by

the Project Manager
• If the Project Manager accepts the proposal, it will be accepting a

Defect, with a change to the Scope by including the splice plate.
• The Contractor’s quotation should show a reduction in the Prices.

(5 marks) 

(d) If the 150mm gap is not due to a setting out error but an incorrect dimension on the fabrication
drawing produced by your subcontractor, how would you proceed? [5 marks]

• Process is the same as between the Project Manager and
the Contractor.

• In the subcontract there would need to be a similar process with a pass
down on any reduction in the Prices.

(5 marks) 

Total   25 Marks 
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Question 8 – Points for Answer 

a) Describe what measures you can take to gain acceptance? [5 marks]

• Inaction in the main contract is not a justifiable reason not to accept
the subcontractor’s programme

• The subcontractor should issue a notice to the Contractor pursuant to
clause 31.1.

• If the Contractor does not respond to the notice after two weeks the
programme is deemed accepted

(5 marks) 

b) Which programme do you use for the compensation event quotation and why? [5 marks]

• The assessment of a compensation event is governed by Clause 63.
• Clause 63.1 states that cost and time is dependent on the dividing

date.
• The dividing date is the date of notification of the compensation event.
• At the dividing date rev 5 programme had been accepted but rev 6 had

not.
• Clause 63.5 states that the effect on planned completion is assessed

using the Accepted Programme current at the time.

(5 marks) 

c) What action should you take when you become aware of this?  [5 marks]
• Issue an early warning notice to the Contractor on the basis of increase

in the Prices and delay Completion.
(5 marks) 

(d) Describe what you would write to the Contractor? [5 marks]
• Give notice to the Contractor of a compensation event pursuant to

Clause 63.3
• The other trade contractors are Others
• Compensation event falls under 60.1 (5) Others not working within

times shown on your Accepted Programme.

(5 marks) 

e) What action can you take if any?  [5 marks]
• The rejection of the subcontractor’s notice is a dispute
• Secondary Option W2 sets out the process
• First step is reference to the Senior Representatives
• Brief description of the submissions and timeframe
• Failure to agree can result in reference to Adjudication

(5 marks) 

Total   25 Marks 
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